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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report is th~ first of several activities supported by the Proj~t in Development
and the Environment (pRlDE) and designed to help the Egyptian and U.S. private sectors
participate in environmental business development in Egypt. It defmes the environmental
business sector in Egypt, describes products and services that the country will need,
identifies opportunities, and offers other useful information. The findings presented here
were developed through field and survey research conducted in Egypt in April and May
1992.

Egypt suffers fmm a number of serious environmental problems. The degradation of
its air, water, and land results from a burgeoning urban population, heavy dependence on a
single body of water, the Nile, and industrial/commercial growth that has occurred with little
regard for environmental concerns. Intensive fertilizer and pesticide use also contributes to
the environmental deterioration. Water scarcity is a perpetual problem; water conservation
and treatment wilJ becc,me critically important in the coming decade as Egypt attempts to
maintain adequate wate:r supplies. Air pollution and solid waste management have alsu
become serious problems. Over the last 40 years, air quality has declined in Cairo along
with the expansion of industries and motor vehicle use. Pollution levels in Cairo often
exceed World Health Organization standards. An estimated 1,700 tons of solid waste
uncollected each day in Cairo is either burned or left to decay. Only a small percentage.of
hazardous industrial waste is safely disposed of or treated.

The Government of Egypt (GOE) has numerous environmental laws, regulations, and
decrees, but monitoring and testing are inadequate and enforcement is limited. Public
awarelless of environmental issues, generally a precursor to action, is minimal so far. In
addition, the GOE cannot afford many of the environmental controls and end-of-pipe
treatment approaches used in developed countries.

Despite the paucity or enforcement and the limited public awareness and funding, an
tnvironmental business sector does exist in Egypt. The authors estimate that over 100
companies operating in the country (Egyptian and foreign-owned) already provide some
products or services defined as environmental business. Like the Egyptian economy, this
sector is a mil of public and private enterprises; for the most part, the former manufacture
equipment, whereas the latter provide services. Few of these companies are dedicated



Eucutive Summary

exclusively to providing environmental goods and services. They generally fall into one ~f

the following cattgories:

• large engineeling and design companies (mostly privately owned)
• construction companies that build infrastructure, especially sewers (mixed private

and public)
• agents/distributors of imported equipment (mostly private)
• public sector manufacturers of equipment for water supply needs (pipes, bricks,

valves, pumps), some of which have added manufacturing lines for air and water
control equipment

• consultants: individuals, research institutes, and private companies

Foreign companies participate in Egypt's environmental business sector primarily in
two ways. The most common approach is to directly export equipment and supplies
(including chemicals) to Egypt. The exporters typically work with exclusive
agents/distributors who receive 5~ commissions on sales of equipment and supplies. More
than SO agents/distributors in Egypt import environmental business equipment. The other
approach is to contract directly with donor agencies or the GOE. For U.S. companies, this
has generally meant contracting with the U.S. Agency for International Development
CUSAIO). No foreign firms have invested directly in manufacturing facilities in the
environmental business sector. Licensing of technologies has not br:en particularly popular
with U.S. companies in Egypt, in part due to poor protection of intellectual property rights.

It is difficult to estimate the size of the environmental market in Egypt because no
specific market statistics exist. Nearly 70~ of respondents to a direct mail survey indicated
that they did not know the size of Egypt's environmental market. The 1992 market is
roughly estimated at $430 million, less than 211 of Egypt's total gross domestic product.
Over the next five years, the total environmental market is expected to reach $1, ISO million,
representing annual growth of about 20~. Up to 40S, or $175 million, represents business
for U.S. companies. Little of the existing SI.7 billion of direct U.S. foreign investment
(excluding USAID) is in the environmental business sector. Over the next 10 years, direct
foreign investment in this sector may begin, as I()(;.I) manufacturing opportunities emerge and
public sector manufacturers are privatized. For the time being, public sector companies
account for 70S or production, but there are more private sector companies.

Present and projected market size estimates by environmental business segment arc
shown m the next page:
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Environmental Business Sector: Market Size E"limates by Market Segment

1992 1997
Estimate Estimate

l\farket Segment rm USS millions) (in US$ millions)

Municipal water 3.nd wastewater treatment $350 (U.S. and donor S5S0 - $700
assist.1Dce)

Waste recycHng services and equipment S5 58 - $10

Industria.l wastewate. treatment 59 5100 -$150 -
Air pollution control DO information availabla $100 - $150

Water purific:uion systems 530 SSO - $60

Munidpal solid waste no information avaiiable no information
available

Rene~'ahl~ energy (mostly wind) $12 S20

Mohile source air pollution SO S10

Air and water monitorine and testing $6 510

Environmenul consulting SIS 540

Tobl estimated environmental market $430 5890-$1,150

More than 60 private companies indicated in interviews that market demand is the
most important factor in their review of environmental business opportunities. Given
sufficient demand for products and services, the dynamic, growing private sector will begin
to mobilize on its own.

The authors believe that elpan~ion in existing businesses combined with the
emergence of new opportunities will spur growth in the environmental sector. The clients
for environmental businesses include the GOE and its ministries. donor agencies,
governorates, large public sector compantes, private sector companies, industrial estates,
tourism developers, and individual consumers.

In terms of size alone, the environmental market is dominated by the S350 million per
year municipal water and wastewater treatment segment that is largely driven by GOE
infrastructure spending and support from donors, especially USAID. To some extent, the
estimated SIS million environmental consulting market is also supported by donor funding
and the environmental objectives of donor-supported projects.

3
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Existing markets such as municipal wastewater and water purification systems are
projected to continue to grow at more or less historical rates of 10% to 15% per year.
Growth rates and the timing of new market development are more difficult to estimate.

For example, markets for point source air pollution and industrial wGStewater
treatment are in their infancy (except for some existing industrial air emission control and
wastewater treatment facilities that were part of original industrial plant designs). These
markets are poised to grow rapidly (over 25% per year) once the GOE steps up enforcement
of air and water regulations. Several Egyptian companies are preparing to enter these
markets, which they view as the best business opportunities over the near term.

Several environmental market segments do nut depend on GOE enforcement or
regulatory actions. For example, market forces drive waste recycling and sales of equipment
for water purification ano pretreatment for commercial and industrial use. The recycling
industry in Egypt, like many other informal business sectors, operates almost exclusively on
market supply and demand. The $30 million market for water purification and industrial
pretreatment has grown out of water scarcity, industrial process requirements, and
commercial needs that are unrelated to environmental regulations. These marb:ts, then, are
projected to grow at the same pace as the rest of the Egyptian economy.

The ouUook is mixed for municipal solid waste collection and disposal. The demand
for collection and disposal services and equipment is tremendous, but the current system
structure is not sufficient to adequately service most areas. Some private sector collection
:",ctivity has begun, an encouraging trend that hopefully will continue. However, few of the
companies interviewed for this report expressed an interest jn entering this 14arket.

Other business opportunities are lied to the success of the GOE's economic policy
reforms, privatization, and :ieCtoraI adjustment programs. For example, renewable energy
and eneray conservation markets are growing rapidly with the reduction in energy price
subsidies, which will be fully removed in 1994. Sectoral adjustment in the water utility area
could provide opportunities for private operation and mainlenAllco: services. Privatization
will pUI more manufaclurina and L.~sting capability in private hands.

The table on the next page highligt.ts the most attractive features of each of the 10
environmental business sectors described in the report.
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To realize Utese business opponunities, the private sector will need assistance in
several important areas. First, the business community lacks the necessary teehnical skills.
Training in environmental specializations will be necessary, especially in technical consulting
and operation and maintenance. Second, the private sector needs access to products and
services that are available in foreign countries. Agents/distributors and industrial companies
need to know how to frnd suitable equipment to impon. Third, the companies contacted
frequently cited inadequate access to financing as a business constraint.

Foreign equipment suppliers must learn to adapt their products to meet Egyptian
requiremenu. Generally. this means offering low-cost teehnologies that a.ooe easy to maintai:t
and do not require expensive replacement of spare pans. Where spare pans are required.
mechanisms should be developed to obtain them, such as local &'.Ssembly and manufacturing
or quick impon.

Appendix 0 of this repon lists organizational resources available to Egyptian and
U.S. business people interested in the environmental business sector in Egypt, i..,cluding GDE
aninisaies, foreign chambers of commerce, Egyptian business organizations, U.S.
govemment resources in Elypt and Washington. D.C., and USAID business developmen:
programs.
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Executive Summary

In conclusion, the Egyptian private business community should be considered an
important participant in developing solutions for the C::.'Juntry's environmental problems.
More than 100 private companies are already in the business, and many more are ready to
enter it once market demand increases. While selecting the -best- business opportunities is a
subjective exercise, the authors feel that th~ five described below are the best bets in the
environmental business sector.

Five Best Near-Tum Busine5"s Opportunities

Indurtd.aJ Wastewater Trealmtnt: Equipment, Design and Process Engineering

• Great potential in industrial pollution prevention and materials recovery/recycling
potential since it is often associated with cost recovery or increased profits

• Rapid market growth if GDE increases enforcement
• U.S. company opportunity to sell new technologies
• Little local competition for Egyptian companies in this very new field

Air Pollution Control: EquipMent dnd Design

• Near-term opportunity if anticipated GOE programs to improve air quality are
implemented

a Donor f\:nding for air pollution projects may become available
• Good opportunity for Egyptian companies to sell design services
• For foreign companies:, an opportunity to sell equipment

EnvironmtnlJJl Consulting Services

• Fast growth (over 20" annually) expected
• New business opportuniues for Egyptian firms to work with donor agencies
• Retention of foreign consultants for specific areas of expertise--------------1
DlSign and InstaJlDlion 01 Desalinalion Unus

• Consideration of privately-owned desalination units by tourism developers along
the R~ Sea

• Major projcct opportunities for U.S. suppliers of desalination units

Pliutic Recycling

• Demand for more sophisth.:.ated recycling equipment
• Recycling industry already exists in Egypt
• Expectation that demand for and supply of plastic will increase steadily

6



Purpose of tl.e
Report

Definition of the
Environmental
Business Sector

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

PRIDE (Project in Developm~nt and the Environment) has
targeted the private sector as an important player in the
delivery of solutions to environmental problems in Egypt.
This report assesses the level and types of existing private
sector business activity and their future potential. An
important objective of the report is to identify and

characterize the most attractive private sector business opportunities in the environmental
goods and services sector. This has been done by analyzing the forces that drive the market,
including the clients for such products, the market size, the competition, and the forces
defining supply and demand.

This report will be made available to companies and other interested parties in Egypt
and the United States to inform them of opportunities in Egypt's environmental market .'lJld
provide them with a compendium of relevant business information. In addition, it is
expected that the report will intere~t economic development officials who may want to
include the private sectC'r in environmental improvement projects.

The environmental business sector includes companies that
prodw:e or sell products or services involved with:
conserving natural resources or industrial materials;
preventing, reducing, and controlling pollution; disposing of
or recycling wastes and hazardous materials; protecting water
supplies; conserving energy; providing energy from
alternative sources; restoring the environment and its

resources; and producing -environmentally safe- products. Numerous companies also
provide support to the sector, including management consulting, advertising, and public
relations firms that deal with environmental issues, and lawyers, fina.,cial institutions, and
accounting firms with environmental praclices.\

This report focuses on 10 types of environmental goods and services that reflect
Egypt's specific environmental problems. Each of these categcr.ies addresses the

I Massar:hustns EnvirOMltfllQ} Industry/EducQtion Resource Directory. 1992.
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How to Use
the Report

l1Uroduction and Ovemew

deterioratinl quality of M~, air, or land resources. Together, they serve as a general
defmition of the environmental business sector ir. Egypt.

• Air and wdter monitoring, testing, and analysis equipment and st:nlces
• Municipal water supply and wastewater treatment equipment and design,

construction and operation
• Industrial wastewater treatment equipment, design, and operation
• Environmental consulting services, including:

industrial waste minimization and resource recovery consulting
preparation of environmental impact assessments
policy and regulatory, and economic management consulting
environmental education and training services

• Water purification equipment and installation for industrial, commercial, and
dome~tic use

• Solid waste collection and disposal, including hazardous waste
• Waste recycHng services and equipment
• Point-source air pollution control design, equipment, and operation
• Renewable energy and energy conservation
• Mobile source air pollution control equipment and services

This report is divided into three sections and several
appendices. The first section highlights what the authors
consider to be best business opportunities in the: environmental
business sector in Egypt. It also provides an overview of
Egypt's environmental problems and a definition of the
environmental business sector. A more detailed description

of Egypt's environmental problems, GDE organization and environmental laws, and
background information on the business climate is found in Appendix A.

The Business Activi,ies ;" 'he En~'iro~N section provides a de:ailed description of
ten environmental market segments. Each section is organized in the same way to provide
an overview; a table assessing the appeal of each market; a description or the products,
services, and technologies in each seglnent; and information on potential clients, market
demand, supply, competition, ownerShip, and strategies for arid costs of entry. The last
section suggests what is needed to take advantage of the opportunities.

Resources-organizations, individuals, and government agencies and ministries-are
listed in Appendix C. The remaining appendices contain a list companies and people who
participated in interviews, a bibliography, the study methodology, and acknowledgements.
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Overview of
Egypt's
Environmental
Situation

Introduction and Overview

Egypt's high population density, along with the rapid growth
of intensive agriculture, industrialization, and urbanization,
have given rise to several chronic environmental problems.
With an annual population growth rate of approximately
2.4%, pressures on Egypt's natural resource base will
continue to increase. The construction of the massive Aswan
High Dam, which was completed in southern Egypt in 1970,
has allowed the country to harness energy and stem seasonal

flooding. The country's dependence on the Nile River is great: over 99% of its water
comes directly or indirectly from the Nile. The Nile Valley and the Delta contain virtually
all Egypt'S arable land.

The lack of government emphasis on protecting Egypt's water resources, along with
industrial growth, have Jed to significant decreases in Nile River water quality in the past
few decades. Thi.• decline results from the agricultural runoff of chemicals and minerals,
industnal and mun.icipal waste, an!! high silt concentrations. For lack of other water
resources. the growing demand will have to be met by tappirlg more water from drains,
which receive used, untreated water from municipal, industrial, and agricultural sources.
Relying on wastewater as a source for agriculture and othtr uses forebodes numerous
hazards. Nonetheless, projections show that without water conservation measures, drainage
waters will bl-. increasingly used for agricultural, domestic, and commercial purposes. As a
result, water conservation and treatment will become crucial to maintaining adequate water
supplies in the coming decade.

Currently 90~ of Egypt's effluent is untreated. Industrie'i dump effluent at 20
monitored locations along the Nile and at some 80 unmonitored locations on irrigation and
drainage canals. Most Egyptian villages lack wastewater treatment and collection systems.
Egypt's freshwater lakes in the Delta region, which provide SO% to 60% of Egypt's total
fish catches, have also felt the results of uncontrolled effluent discharging. The water quality
of two of the five largest lakes in the Delta region, Lake Manzala and Lake Maryut, has
dramatically declined. The heavy use of pesticides and fertilizers has led to high
concentrations of residues in agricultural runoff waters, rendering them unsuitable for reuse.

Over the last 40 years, air pollution has become a serious problem in Egypt. Air
quality has declined rapidly in Cairo and Aleundria as a result of industrialization, and the
increase in motor vehicles, lart.e industries, workshops, small industries, and thermal power
stations. Heavy air pollution i~ adversely afrectine human health, soil, water, agricultural
crops, buildings, and livestock. Pollution levels in the Cairo city center often exceed World
Health Organization standards.

The Mediterranean and the Red Sea coastlines comprise about half ~,f Egypt's
boundaries, 2,000 kin (1,240 mii). The environmental quality of the coastal regions is
threatened by oil exploration, pl"Oduction, and transportation by tankers in the Red Sea
region, as well as urbanization, ~ndustrialization, and tourism development in Egypt's coastal

9



Introduction and Overview

zones. Improperly planned coastal development, unsafe trash and raw sewage disposal, and
poorly managed boating and fishing activities threaten the natural resour~ of coastal areas.

Egypt's rapid growth has s~.ssed its ability to dispose of its solid waste adequately.
Currently, composting plants and sanitary landfills in Greater Cairo have a combined
maximum capacity of 1,200 tons/day, only 2295 of the 5,300 tons/day generated.
Indiscriminate dumping on city outskirts, in dnUnage canals, and in other inappropriate spots
is common. In Cairo, about 689b of municipal solid waste generated is collected, but only
159b is collected in smaller municipalities. An estimated 13,000 tons of hazardous hospital
waste and 50,000 tons of industrial solid hax.ardous waste are generated each year in Cairo.•

Since 1946, Egypt has passed eight laws per.uning lO water quality and wastewater
discharges. In most cases, the new law has replaced a previous law. Currently, Law No. 93
of 1962 and Law No. 48 of 1982 and its supplemental implementation decrees form the
standing regulatory framework for wastewater discharges and water quality management.
Law 93 and its resolutions address a variety of water- and sewerage-related issues and apply
to all kinds of water bodies. According to the law, emitters of wastewater must obtain
licenses that ·should indicate the standards and specifications of such wastewater.· Samples
from sewerage treatment plants should be analyzed periodically. The law also sets stand~d!:

for eight conditions of wastewater discharged into public sewers (temperature, pH, settleable
solids, granular solids, hydrogen sulphide, fats, poisonous substances, and sublimating gases
susceptible to ignition).

Law 48, -Regarding the Protection of the River Nile and Waterways from Pollution,"
and its Decree No. 8 define targeted waler bodies and discharge types much more
specifically for a long list of site types, discharges, and conditions. Water bodies falling
under the jurisdiction of Law 48 include fresh surface waters, brackish surface waters, and
groundwater reservoirs. Of particular interest ue the conditions under which permits and
licenses must be obtained. The law is quite specific, defining standards (or over 30
parameters for some water ;rid efnuent classifications, including a variety of organic and
inorganic chemicals.

While few laws address air pollution control exclusively, 25 laws and decrees within
several ministries contain sections on the subject. Penalties and enforcement procedures
often overlap among agencies and tend to be poorly defined. The GOE has defined ambient
air quality standards for a sizable list of ,aseous and particulate components, but its standards
tend to be inconsistent with international air quality standards, ranging (rom much higher to
much lower. A clean air law which would unify existing regulations is coming before the
Egyptian Parliament this year.

Law No. 38 of 1967 and its amendment by Law No. 31 of 1976 regulate the
collection and disposal of municipal solid waste. The law mandates that waste can be
disposed of only in areas designated by local govemment councils. Law 3 of 1982 on urban

10
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planning sets land use criteria, some of which pertain to industrial areas. This law is
implemented by the Ministry of Reconstruction, Housing and Development.

No regulations are currently on the books regarding industrial and hazardous waste,
but some tangential laws do apply. For example, the transport, handling, and storage of
chemicals are considered in laws specific to chemicals. Also, if the disposal of the
hazardous waste were to affect water quality, it would fall under the jurisdiction of Law No.
48 of 1982. Finally, no laws exist that regulate hospital and laboratory waste.

Until the GOE released its Environmental Action Plan this year, it had no concise
statement of its environmental policy objectives. The result is that enforcement of the
environmental laws scattered among agencies and ministries has been limited. While
legislative instruments and standards exi!lt, they are overlapping and unenforceable in several
areas. Their administration has been assigned to various ministries, which have issued
implementing regulations. To date, however, they are uncoordinated among the ministries or
by an overarching authority such as the Egyptian Environmental Affairs Age:lcy (EEAA),
which was created by prime ministerial decree in 1982. The EEAA was intended to fulfill
three tasks: I) to coordinate efforts of the various ministries and agencies on environmental
matters, 2) to prepare environmental legislation, and 3) to fonow up on the implementation
of environmental laws. It is hoped that the release of the Environmental Action Plan,
coupled with increased in~erest in the environment, will lead to improved enforcement.

An additional problem has been that staildards tend to be too rigid, often on a par
with international or Western norms, instead of formulated to fit the Egyptian conte:xt. In
the case of Law NlJ. 48, for example. the release of waste requires a license that is granted
based on set standards, but the GOE has neither the administrative nor the technical
infrastructure to supply the licenses, let ale'Jne to investigate non-compliance.

Most of Egypt's current regulatory process is based on pollution discharge sanctions,
or the ·polluter pays· principle. Point polluters are responsible for keeping pollution
disch3J'ges below some standard. generally an international pollution standard. One reason
this approach hilS not been eff:ctive is that the standards generally do not allow reasonable
flexibility for both the polluter and the GOE regulatory agency to reach quick agreement on a
compliance schedule. Instead. much of the rc:gulatory process consists of informing the
polluter of a violation, without any provision for a phased period in which to achieve
compliance. Finally, the lack of a centraliud and consistent enforcement mechanism
combined with the unenforced laws, may funher reduce the willingness to comply.

The GOE has already taken significant action to stem industrial pollution; evidence
indicates that polluting industries are feeling ever grealer pressure to control ))llllution. The
government is beginning to interact with plants to sample their wastes, and in selected
situations, is requiring the industry to reduce discharges. For example, in Alexandria, a
paper products plant is installing over S1 million of waste treatment equipment as a r~sult of
visits by what employees C3l1 \ile ·pollution pollee.· Another facility in Alexandria which

11
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manufactures household appliances is investigating how to minimize wastes ano prevent
pollution. The mayor of Aleundria has stated that all people and institutions in the city
must begin to conserve water and reduce their atmospheric, liquid, and solid discharges into
the environment. He is considering a major environmental information program while
studying ways to encourage and require industry to be more environmentally conscious.

In Cairo and surrounding areas, a large pharmaceuticall~lant has recently installed an
incinerator because of the lack of environmentally acceptable disposal sites for solid wastes
and off-spec materials. Also in Cairo, a textile factory has begun to recycle its process water
because of rising water costs and fear that enforcement of sewalte discharge regulati<Jlls will
increase, leading to possible surcharges for industrial discha.tges to the municipal sewerage
system.

12



Best Bu~iness
Opportunities

J1IlToducrion and Overview

lbe best opportunities in the environmental business sector
are businesses in market segments that are expected to grow
rapillly (over 20% per year) over the next five years. For
some, market growt.'! depends upon government enforcement
of environmental reguIatiorls, which many feel might become
more stringent. Other business opportunities relate more to

the general economic growth of the Egyptian economy or to government spending for
municipal infrastructure development.

Induftrial Wastewaler Treatment: Equipmelll, Design and Process Engineering

• Gre.lt potential for industrial pollution prevention and materials recovery/recycling
since it is often associated with cost recovery or increased profits

• Rapid market growth if GOE increases enforcement
• U.S. company opportunity to sell new teeimologies
• For Egyptian companies, little local competition in this very new field

Air Pollution Control: Equipment and Design

• Near-term opportunity if anticipated GOe programs to improve air quality are
implemented

• Possible availability of donor funding for air pollution projects
• Good opportunity for Egyptian companies to sell design services
• For foreign companies, an opportunity to sell equipment

Environmental Consulting SelVic,s

• Fast growth (over 20" annually) expected
• New business opportunities for Egyptian firms to work with donor agencies
• Retention of foreign consultants for specific areas of experf'iC

Desi,n and Instal/Qlion of D,mlifUllion lJnils

• Consideration of privately-owned desalination units by tourism developers along
the Red Sea

• Major project opportunities for U.S. suppliers of desalination units

Plastic RecycUng

• Demand for more sophisticated recycling equipment
• Existence of recycling industry in Egypt
~ Anticipated steady increase in demand for and supply of plastic

13



Environmental
Monitoring and
Testing

BUSINEISS ACTIVITIES IN mE ENVIRO!lME1VT

To develop more reasonable and respectable environmental
management programs, the GOE will need to improve and
increase its monitoring and testing capabilities. Over the next
five years, increased sales of imported monitoring a."ld testing
equipment to the GOE can be expected if enforcement and
monitoring programs are implemented. Increased demand for
labora:ory t.esting services would accompany the development

of new monitoring programs. Important market drivers are 1) the level and timing of the
GOE's enforcement of existing or new regulations, and 2) new environmental legislation that
includes budgets for more monitoring and testing.

Few statistics are available on the size of Egypt's current market for environmental
monitoring and testing. One company estimated the market for laboratory equipment at
LE 20 million ($6 million), including medical laboratory equipment, but it is difficult to
estimate how much the GOE currently spends on its monitoring programs.

At least seven government- or university-sponsored research institutes have the
capabilities to perform scientific testing and analysis for the sporadic monitoring and testing
needs of the government ministries and industries. Initially, private companies may have
difficulty competing with government-sponsored research institutes, but as the market grows,
the ability of research institutions to serve the entire market will decrease. For the private
sector to become more involved in this area, it will be necessary for donor agencies to work
with private laboratories and for the GOE to privatize some of its fully equipped research
laboratories.

Products aNi Services

Environmental testing equipment and services apply to air, water, and soil. Sampling
equipment is required to extnlCt specimens, and testing equipment is used to determine the
nature of the samples. Skilled laboratory workers and properly equipped laboratories are
required to carry out testing and analysis.
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Bufinas Activities
Envim1l1M1IIal Monitoring and Turing
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Water and soil testing equipment is used to detect the presence and quantity of a wide
variety of pollutants, ranging from heavy metals and salts to pesticides and organic waste.
Equipment needs for water and soil testing include specific ion and pH meters, oil extractors,
electrocolorimitors, and conductivity meters. Air testing equipment can be used to determine
the amount of a given gasec,us compound present, such as 0 3 or NO, or to determine levels
of hydrocarbons or heavy metals in the sample. This equipment includes gas
chromatographs, hydrocarbon analyzers, mercury vapor analyzers, and high-volume
samplers.

Clients

The GOE and its ministries are the major clients for monitoring and testing programs.
Research institutes are potential clients (or equipment. although several research institutes,
such as the Tabbin Inst~,ute (or Mc:tallurgiQl Studies, already have fully equipped
environmental testing laboratories supplied by grants from USAID and other donors. Donor
agencies from Ca.'WIa, Denmark, the United States, and Germany, and the World Bank are
currently working on environmental projects that contain monitoring and testing components,
including additional equipment. Nearly all the donor agencies are working with government
sponsored research institutes.

Over the medium and longer term (three to ten years), private laboratories and
industrial companies may emerge as potential clients for lahon.tory equipment and services.
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Demand

As environmental management. programs develop in Egypt, the need for monitoring
and testing facilities and scientific expertise will increase. In its Environmental Action Plan,
the GOE estimated that less than half the needed environmental monitoring is being
conducted.

The quantity of flow in the Nile River and canal system has been measured on an
organized and systematic basis for many years, but water quality parameters have, until
recently, focused on ionic constituent concentrations (which were important to the design and
reclamation of irrigated agricultural projects) and BOD and COD. There has been little
monitoring to detect trends or to develop environmental programs and policies. The EEAA
and most donor agencies agree that environmental indicators, databases. and systems need to
be developed to collect more information and make it available to the public. However, this
does not necessarily translate into a current demand for such services.

The strongest needs for waltr quality monitoring programs are as follows:

• assuring that the drinking water being produced meets htalth standards
• measuring the quality of effluent from wastewater treatment plants
• measuring the quality of effluent from industries
• measuring the quality of canal water to assure its suitability for agriculture and/or

drinking.

Some data on the generation and disposal of municipal solid waste have been collected
to provide estimates of total quantities and general composition. No system has yet been
established to monitor the treatment and disposal of industrial hazardous waste, solid or
otherwise, and the GOE does not know much about its amount or composition.

Supply

Cunently at least seven government-sponsored research institutes conduct
environmental monitoring and testing. including the National Research Center, Drainage
Research Institute, High Aswan Dam Side Effects Research Institute, the Ministry of Health,
the Research Institute for Groundwater, the Central Laboratory for the Study of Industrial
Pollution at the Tabbin Institute for Metallurgical Studies, and the Water Research Center.

On the whole, research institutions are inadequately used. There is duplication of
data collection because most of the current monitoring and sampling are for specific scientific
projects, not for policy or tracking. Frequently, results are not coordinated or made
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available to the necessary parties or the public. As mentioned, proposed legislation will
allow EEAA to take on a coordinating role for monitoring and testing programs.

A number of private Egyptian companies have some monitoring and testing
capabilities including nine of the ones that were surveyed. Most provide laboratory services
as only part of a diversified portfolio of businesses. Two private consulting companies,
indicated they provide laboratory services. Some private testing capabilities exist for medical
laboratory testing, but not for environmental testing. Several C'lmpanies may be involved in
soil testing for agricultural purposes.

Laboratory and monitoring equipment tends to be imported from developed countries.
Over S1 million of equipment for the Central Laboratory at Tabbin was imported from the
United States as part of a USAID project. Most new equipment will continue to be
imported, as Egypt does not yet have the sophisticated production facilities required to
manufacture analysis equipment.

Competition

Competition within the environmental monitoring and testing market does not seem to
be strong, primari!y because most suppliers and major purchasers of goods and services are

.. government entities, and the government has not fostered much competition. However,
competition does exist among research institutions for monitoring and testing projects. mostly
financed by GOE or foreign donors. Companies compete to supply imported equipment for
testing and monitoring largely on the basis of cost and after-sales service. Companies that
understand donor procurement procedures tend to have an advantage.

Ownership

The GOE both demands and supplies the vast majority of testing and monitoring.
Undoubtedly, many of these tasks will remain in the hands of the public sector, particularly
activities related to the actual enforcement of regulations. However, private testing and
analysis companies could emerge to efficiently fulfill many of these tasks. Some public
sector institutes that have already shown the ability to market their services (e.g., the Tabbin
Institute) may be privatized. Some GOE ministries could also contract for services from
private companies to operate ongoing programs or provide consulting services.
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Strategies and Costs ofEntry

The services side of the testing and monitoring business can be entered with a
moderate amount of capital, although individuals or companies need to have the requisite
skills and training. Entry costs consist primarily of obtaining trained staff and developing
business. The equipment side of the business requires an initial outlay of capital to set up a
laboratory. One estimate of the costs involved in establishing a basic testi..'g laboratory to fit
current Egyptian needs was approximately 5100,000. Teaming with existing research
institutes or working for donor agencies are potential ways to obtain business in this sector.
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Municipal water and wastewater treatment, including
engineering, construction, manufacturing and operation, is an
attractive market in Egypt. Already large, it is expected to
continue growing. Actual market size and growth, as
estimated by the U.S. Department of Commerce, USAID, and
the GOE in 1992~ is between $300 million and $375 million
per year with gro~..h rates of approximately 10% to 15% per

year. To date, the market has been driven primarily by external donor funding for
infrastructure projects. Although donor funding is expected to continue, the GOE is also
committed to spending significant amounts of its own funds on municipal water and
wastewater projects, especially for smaller cities and rural areas.

The u.s. Government, through USAID, is the largest single donor in Egypt for urban
wastewater treatment projects in Cairo, Alexandria, and other meeium-sjzed cities. Over the
pa."it 14 years, USAID has invested approximately $2 billion in this sector. British donor
funds have also been extensive.

The continued gorwth of this large market creates business opportunities for foreign
and Egyptian firms. However, because many companies already provide goods and services
in the municipal water and wastewater market, competition is stiff. Nearly half the Egyptian
environmental companies surveyed are already active in this market. Because USAID
dominates do~or funding in Egypt, U.S. companies have a distinct advantage in obtaining
new business.

For foreign companies, opportunities exist for environmental engineering and the
design of new treatment systems, sales of equipment for pump stations and waste water
treatment plants, and possibly operation and maintenance contracts for secondary treatment
facilities. For Egyptian companies and joint ~'entures between Egyptian and foreign
companies, there are opportunities to construct new sewers, manufacture and sell components
for compact water and waste treatment facilities, and manufacture and sell PVC pipes and
valves. There may also be opportunities to operate and maintain existing water and
wastewater facilities.

Products and Services

The products and services for the municipal water and wastewater treatment market
include construction of pump stations, sewerage tunneling, design and engineering of sewer
systems, construction of storage systems, construction management, construction of water
transmission lines and primary and secondary wastewater treatment plants, operation and
maintenance of plants, and training of operating personnel.
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The technologies required include mosdy primary treatment systems: skimming,
screening, clarification, sedimentation, coagulation, sludge drying and land application, and
lagooning.

Clients

The clients for these projects are water authorities, municipal governments, and
governorates, including some of the following:

• Alexandria General Organization for Sanitary Drainage
• General Authority for Potable Water
• National Organization for Potable Water and Sanitary Drainage
• Cairo General Organization for Sanitary Drainage
• Cairo Wastewater Organization
• Suez Canal Authority
• Minisb'Y of Housing and Public Utilities
• General Organization for Greater Cairo Water Supply
• Ministries o~ 1D:al Administration and Social Affairs
• Eayptian General Authority for Drainage Projects
• General Authority for Alexandria Water Supply

Many of the above lovernment authorities are inefficiendy run and suffer from a
shonage of trained staff, operational funding and incentives. The Suez Canal Authority, an
exception, is considered to be very well-run. Economic and policy reforms are being
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proJXlsed or are already underway that will increase water prices and allow full cost recovery
for water services. Eventually these reforms will enable water authorities to operate as
autoncmous regulated utilities with better ability to plan capital expenditures and operate
without donor and GOE budget support. This is considered to be a long-term (over 10
years) process.

Demand

Egypt'S municipal water and wastewater needs will continue to be overwhelming.
The World Bank and USAID have estimated a need-based demand of about $600 million per
year, which would just maintain present levels of service or replace deteriorated facilities.
For water and wastewater facilities to keep pace with Egypt's population growth, another
$900 million to 51.2 billion per year will be required. Actual annual spending has averaged
about $350 million per year. The market for water and wastewater treatment services and
products will grow if USAID, other donors, and the GOE continue to provide funding. In
addition to providing services in Cairo, Alexandria, and the larger provincial cities, the GOE
is committed to providing adequate water supply and treatment facilities in over 4,000 rural
areas.

Areas of opportunity over the next 10 years include the following:

• For foreign fmns, new business opportunities will shift from the construction of
sewers to an emphasis on primary, and in selected cities, secondary treatment
facilities for urban areas. Master plans for sludge disposal, which have already
been developed, will require implementation. For Egyptian fmns, the already
considerable business in sewer construction will expand. Egyptian construction
firms can continue to contract directly with USAID under the Fixed Account
Reimbursable (FAR) pi'ogram, and also with the GOE and other donors. USAID
has already let out up to $100 million of sewer construction contracts to Egyptian
contractors under FAR contracts. U.S. engineering and design firms with
existing contracts will continue to benefit.

• The U.S. Depanmenl of Commerce has announced that the best sales prospects
ror U.S. exports or equipment include large pump stations with associated
equipment, ground freezing systems, screw pumping stations, large-diameter
ductile iron pipes, wastewater treatment plants and equipment, digging equipment,
cranes and pipe laying equipment, and certain types of valves and pipe fittings.

• As the GOE begins to rund a larger ponion or its environmental infrastructure
projects, more opportunities will be created for Egyptian companies. New
business will be created ror Egyptian engineering and construction companies,
and for manufacturers of various types of pipe and aluminum sulfate for use in
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sewage treatment plants. The Egyptian domestic industry has the capacity to
handle many of these projects. Less need for foreign technologies, and thus for
foreign exchange, will allow the GOE to take the lead role in these projects.
Because the municipal markel is so large-up to 4,000 rural areas require water
treatment facilities, it is one of the most attractive for Egyptian companies.

• In the near future, operation and maintenance (O&M) contracts of tv/o or three
years, and up to five years are likely to be an imponant component of all new
water and wastewater facilities, especially for secondary treatment. Some
primary treatment plants are largely inoperative because of a lack of skiUed labor
and incentives to conduct operations and maintenance. This means opportunity
will arise for providers of operation and maintenance services. Over the next 10
years, private O&M contracts for existing facilities are also a possibility. Both
the World Bank and USAJD will support sectoral adjustment programs that raise
water tariffs and establish regulatory frameworks fo" autonomous water and
wastewater utilities. These utilities will be able to contract for services.
Opportunities exist for both foreign and Egyptian companies to operate and
maintain these plants.

A list of USAID-funded projects over the last 10 years and some future planned
projects is provided on the next page.

Stage two of the cairo Wastew~ter project should be completed in 1994. Planning
for Stage III has begun. In Stage III, more unserved areas will be covered and lluee
treatment plants will be expanded. Also, new sewers and pump stations may be constructed.
Similar systems will also be needed in Dakahlia, Sharkia, Beheira, Alexandria, and the Canal
cities.

The GOE's total contribution to water and wastewater projects, in addition to the
Cairo project, has also been substantial: abou'. LE 1 billion or over 5600 million in the last
five-year plan (1988-1992). Except for the massive cairo project, other donors have not
been active in urban water supply and wastewater systems, but some donor money has gone
into rural water supply and wastewater systems. However, over the next 10 years, the
World Bank and donors from other developed countries are expected devote part of their
assistance to investments in urban water supply and treatment.
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Project DescriptiOD ty~ ....·.. Work to Be Completed

Alexandria Desip and coDStJUCtion of $328.4 million 1979- Siudae management,
Wastewater sewers 1993 undercrossing construction
System
Expml:ion

Provincial Cities ProvisiOD of urban SnOmiUion 1981- Completion of three water
Development infrastructure and teelmical 1991 treatment plants, contracts

assistance for water and wastewater
lines and rehab pumping
stations

Cairo Sewera~e Rehab of 330,000 m] $816 million 1984- Completion of treatment
II ~e.'tlN!nt plp~t, 1994 plant, construction of

construction of. a 400,000 coUectors and sewers,
mJ treatment plant training for operation and

maintenance

Canal Cities Wastewater treatmeatand 5380 million 1987- Construction, operation
Water and water supply expansion in 1997 and maintenance, training
Wastewater II Pon Said, Ismailia and

Suez

Cairo Water Rehab ad expand central $104 million 1988- Construction of reservoirs,
Supply II city w.ter transmission 1996 pump ltations and

uad dislributiOD tnDImiraioa lines,
equippiD, of Central
Water Quality Laboratory

Cairo Water Reblb ad expand Rod el $97.4 million 1977- None
Supply I Farag Water Treatment 1989

plant

lot'.al HelpiJIglocal governments $481 million 1985- LoW-COSI wastewater
Development II with developmen:. (not an 1992 teebnolo,ies. equipment

iacludiD, iarrastructure environmental) maintenance centers, solid
wute collection

Alelandria Pump ltation to be not Entire projecl
Wastewater II rebab,expuuion into dctemuned available

calral zone, effluent
tfUlmeat

Secondary Ciliea Eatablishmeat of water tobe not Enlire p~ject

Waler and utililies, iDfrastrucrure in determined available
WUlewater 5-10 cities

Cairo Sewerage Crealion of an independenl tobe nol Enlire projecl
III waler utility dctenniaed Ivail.ble
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The U.S. Department of Commerce has estimated the market size for manufactured
products (not including engineering and construction services), such as plastic and iron pipes,
assorted valves, pumps and sewerage plants, as fellows:

Municipal Water and 19S' 1m .199L Growth Per
Wastewater Equipment EstbDated' Year

Market 1992 -1994

Total market size (in US $ 165 192 218 15%
millions)

Manufactured in Egypt (in 36 40 45
US S millions)

Tlltai Imponed Amount (in 133 157 180 15%
US $ millions)

Imponed from USA (in 48 48 68 17%
US $ millions)

Supply

The constnJction of the Cairo sewer system was one of the largest environmental
engineering projects in the world, at one time employing up to 6,000 workers and engineers.
Most of the work performed in Cairo and Alexandria has required sophisticated engineering,
design, construction, and management, which was performed largely by U.S. engineering
and design companies and their Egyptian partners. Egyptian construction companies also
participated. The following table lists some U.S. companies that have been involved ir.
specific USAID-funded proj«:~. .
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Project Description Companies

Alexandria Design and construction of CH2M Hill, Metcalf and Eddy,
Wastewater System sewers Fischback-Moore-Oman, McLean Grove
Expansion

Provincial Cities Provision of urban Wilbur Smith and Associates, L.A.
Development infrastructUre and technical Water Treatment, MODtgomerylHarza,

assistance local contractors through FAR program

Cairo Sewerage II Rehab of 330.000 m3 ABB-Susa, AMBRiC, Morrison-
treatment plant, construction Knudsen, C2HM Hill, Fru-Con
of a 400,000 m' treatment Construction, FullerlWallace, Sadelmi,
plant Harbert/Jones, Egyptian contractors

Canal Cities Water Wastev. ..ter treatment and Black & Veatch, James Montgomery,
and Wastewater II water supply expansion in Camp, Dresser, McKee, Metcalf and

Pon Said, Ismailia and Suez Eddy, Sabbour Associates

Cairo Water Supply Rehab and expand central CH2M Hill, James Montgomery,
II city water transmission and Egyptian contractors

distribution

Cairo Water Supply Rehab and expand Rod el ES Parsons, Howard-Harben Jones,
I Farag Water Treatment plant James Montgomery

Local Development Helping local governments DAC International, Wilbur Smith,
II with development, including Chemonics, EduSystems

infrastructure

Qene·Hurghada Rehabilitation of water ETC Engineering, Wallace C.'CoMor
Pipeline pipeline from Nile 10 Red
Rehabil itation Sea

Egyptian companies active in the municipal water and wastewater market include
public sector contractors (construction companies), private engineering and design firms,
manufacturers, and agents/distributors for imponed equipment. Egyptian companies and
U.S. exporters active in this market segment include the following:
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Construction Engineering and ManufadUl'f"'! .... Agent! U.S.
Companies Design Companies < Distributors ,of Exporters or

.Imported Equipment
. ,

Equipment

EI Nasr General Co. S:ibbour Associates Arab Industrial Scarab of American
for Contracts (public Organization Egypt Cast Iron
sector) (public sector) Pipes Co.-
General Company Wardani Group EI Nasr Pipes Egyptian Ametek
for Sanitary Worlcs Manufacturing American
Contracting (public Company Corporation
sector) (public sector)

Arab Contractors ECG The Egyptian Metito Aquatech,
(public sector) Company for International Inc.

Refractories Ltd.
(public ,.;ector)

Hassan Allam Allied Engineering Geochemica COTECO Aurora
(public sector) Pumps, Gould

Pumps, Paco
Pumps. Inc.

Misr Engineering Adel Abdel Winh Amreya Metals F.E. Myers
Co. (private) Co. Co.

Already, the public-sector Arab Industrial Organization has signed a contract with the
Ministry of Utilities to manufacture 300 compact water treatment plants for rural villages.
Manufacturing will be done under a license from the Danish firm, Kruger.

Competition

Competition in the municipal water and wastewater market is strong; several U.S.
companies have been involved for many years and will likely continue to receive new
contracts. Competition is also strong among Egyptian companies; about 25 of them are
participating in U5AID-funded water and wastewater treatment projects.

Where local manufacturing requires economies of scale, military production
companies have been contracted. Military companies, such as the Arab Indust.rial
Organization, subcontract with privately-owned Egyptian manufacturers for specific
component pans, such as valves. The public sector EI Nasr Pipes Manufacturing Company
manufactures pipes used in Egypt to collect wastewater. The Egyptian Company for
Refractories manufactures acid-resistant bricks used to line 'u'e sewage tunnels.
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Many foreign companies supply Egypt with manufactured parts for water and
wastewater systems. The U.S. Department of Commerce has estimated market shares at
36% for U.S. companies, 21" for Japan, 17% (or Germany, and IS" for Italy.

U.s. products are con:Jidered relatively expensive. A critical (actor in purchase
decisions is the availability of financing. Where USAID financing of imports is involved,
U.S. companies have an absolute advantage.

Ownership

Both private and public sector companies are involved in the municipal water and
wastewater sector. Egyptian and foreign engineering and design companies tend to be
privately owned. Large-scale manufacturing tends to be public sector, including some
military organizations, such as the Arab Industrial Organization. Private manufacturers tend
to act as subcontractors to the large public sector manufacturers.

Strategies and Costs ofEntry

The best way to enter this business is to subcontract with existing suppliers. Over the
long term, the acquisition of public sector companies that are privatized is a means of
entering the manufacturing side. Foreign companies seeking new contracts with USAID, the
World Bank, or other donors should track bidding status and schedules.

The costs of entry into this sector will probably require significant capital investment,
especially for Egyptian manufacturers. Public: °v;tor companies appear better able to add
new manufacturing lines than private companies. Companies seeking to enter should initially
joint venture with companies already in the business.
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The market for industrial wastewater treatment is in its
infancy in Egypt. It is attractive because the handful of
companies that currently supply the market believe it will
expand rapidly over the next five years. Both public and
private sector polluters frequently mention the inevitability of
having to address their effluent problems soon.

Estimates of current market size are difficult to obtain. According to a report from
the Ministry of Industry, public sector industries have spent less than $S million per year on
wastewater treatment, most of which has been in the chemical, food processing, and textile
industries. One private company estimated the m.ll'ket for industrial wastewater treatment at
LE 30 million (US59 million).

Estimates of Egypt's requirements to treat its industrial effluents to U.S. standards
range from 51.2 billion to $2.2 billion, but treatment would require a regulatory and
enforcement system unlikely to be established in Egypt in the near or medium term. Over
the short term, demand will be for unsophisticated technologies that can be easily operated
and maintained and that treat the most obvious pollutants. Process changes~ improved
housekeeping, and water conservation and reuse will be emphasized. Few full waste
treatment systems have been installed, and some systems that are in place are not working
due to a lack of spare parts and trained operators. Sophisticated effluent treatment equipment
is not yet being produced locally, although much of the peripheral equipment could be
manufactured currently. Generally, access to a broader range of technologies is needed.

ProdUC1S and Services

Industrial effluent can be treated by a variety of methods that fall under biological,
chemical, or physical treatment categories. Biological treatment methods rely on microscopic
organisms to break down complex molecular contaminants. Biological processes can be
either aerobic (using oxygen in the breakdown reaction) or anaerobic (breaking down in a
near oxygen-free environment). The equipment used for these processes includes tanks,
biological digestors, piping, pumps. clarifiers. filler media, and gauges. Lagooning, another
biological treatment method, requires primarily materials associated with construction and
lining, and effluent delivery to and from the lagoon.
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Physical processes include many methods that physically extract or separate pollutants
from effluent waste streams. Their teehnologies include activated carbon adsorption, air
stripping, clarification, equalization, evaporation proee·ses. filtration and separation
processes, screening and cooling processes. and incineration. A large variety of equipment
is associated with these processes.

Chemic:al treatment technologies make pollutants less harmful or completely
decompose them. The chemical processes used to treat industrial wastewater include
chemical oxidation and reduction, coagulation-precipitation, neutraJi7ation, ozonation, and
sulfide precipitation. The equipment used (or these processes tends to be less complex than
that required for physical or biological methods, involving effluent delivery S"Stems,
chemicals. control equipment, and tanks.

The volume and concentration o( ernuent (rom most types o( effluent-generatir.g
industrial plants can also be reduced by employing process changes or recycling and
recovering materials. In almost all instances. this requires expertise in process engineering.
Often, equipment is employed as part of the process change or to recover or recycle lost
materials.
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Clients

Potential clients include public sector industrial polluters in the Cairo and Alexandria
areas, and many private sector companies located in the new industrial cities of lOth of
Ramadan, 6th of October, New Ameria, and others.

Demand

The need for industrial wastewater treatment in Egypt is great. Currently the
untreated effluent contributes as much pollution as would more than 6 million people; over
80% of the 540 million cubic meters of annual industrial discharges goes untreated directly
into the Nile, canals, or municipal sewerage systems. There are 188 factories, mostly
govemment-owned, located along the Nile in the Cairo area, about half of which dump
untreated waste products directly into the river, according to the EEAA. A significant
amount of wastewater from companies in Alexandria is dumped directly into the
Mediterranean without treatment. Private sector industries generally pollute less since many
are light manufacturers with relatively more modem manufacturing processes.

The Environmental Action Plan proposed by EEAA will stress the preservation of the
Nile waters. One of the highest priorities will be action to reduce water pollution at its
source in key industries, including food processing (sugar, edible oils, onion dehydration),
cement, steel and iron, chemicals and fertilizers, and textiles, and especially factories located
on the Nile.

External donors have been mmewhat involved in this area. The companies surveyed
indicated that they thought donor agencies would become more involved in industrial I
wastewater treatment over the next several years. For example, USAID, through its
Industrial Pollution Control Project, provided approximately 517 million for pollution control
equipment (not all for wastewater). Canadian and French donor agencies have provided
some funding for emuent treatment programs at two separate public sector companies.
German donor agencies are considering providing technical assistance to the 10th of
Ramadan for industrial wastewater projects.

The table on the next page shows the amount of industrial water consumption,
discharge, and loads by region and type of industry in the public sector. A pollution load
based cost estimate based on U.S. costs indicates a required capital investment of up to $650
million (or primary treatment and 52.6 billion for secondary treatment, (assuming that every
factory acquired treatment systems). One Egyptian consultant estimated that treatment
systems could be installed in Egypt at 30" of the cost of foreign systems. This would put
the cost of industrial treatment between 5200 million and 5800 million, depending on the
type of treatment.
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A Pollution Load - Based Estimate of Potential Demand For
Industrial Pollution Control Equipment and Services For Egypt

INDUSTRIAL lector averale per plaDt capital total capital per plaDt/yr. total annual
SECTOR discharle diseharle illveltmeDt for iDveltmeDt for O&M cost of OkM costs of

per plaDt leeoDclary .eeolldary .eeondary secondary
treatmeDt treatmeDt treatmeDt treatmeDt

for .ector (or sector
mil aal/day mil nllday mil S milS milS milS

Chemical 70.9 1.3 8 424 0.7 37.1
Food 200.5 1.7 10 1190 0.8 95.2
Textile 63.7 0.8 7 525 0.5 37.5
Eniineerini 8.7 0.2 4 156 0.3 11.7
Metallunical I 43.4 3.9 16.5 181.5 1 11
Mininl 10.1 0.3 4.5 148.5 0.2 6.6
Total 397." 2625 199.1

Source: Industrial EnvironmeDla1 MAP Progress Report. General Organization (or Industrialization. 1991
1) All figures W\ 1;ag S (original 1884 S have been adjusted using implicit price deftators fOrm the Stat AbItr of the US 1991)
2) Convenbonal industrial uc:ondary treatment estmatal bued on etrIuent volume and auume a BOO load or 1000 mgll
3) capital Investment and operation and maintenance cost curves taken from EPA Report # EPA - fSOO/8-S4-010.
"TI,e Cos' Oi;r.;t; Cost Summc.'ies or S8let:tfld Environmental Control TechnolOgies". 1884
!I; ~ll secondllry tr~:ttTll'lnt rlgu~ i"lc.,de primarV!rMtmenl

Annual Aver.ge Public sector Indulltrial Wlter Consumption. Discharge end Loads by Region

mil m3/yr mil m3lyr IIday IIday IId.y IId.y IIday IIdey

No. UI. d'lcl'la,g. BOD COD Oil SS lOS HM
Greater Carro 121S 1152 127.5 71 120 113 87 135 0.75
Alexandria es 110 ee 111 186 4416 40 246 0.17

Low.r Egypt eo us 125 34 42 24 8S 224 0.5
Upper Egypt 3S 2" 204 72 37 5 6S 532 0.2
Canllend other 24 7.2 4.5 2 3 1. 5 1<.6 0.03
TOlal 330 1:Ie 5<lS! 270 3SS 1ISS 286 1151.6 1.65

Annual Ave'.ge Public Sector Indust,ial Water Consumption, Dlsch.rge Ind Loads by Industry

milm3/'Ir mil m3lyr IId'y IId.y lid.V tldey tldey IIdey

Industrial Sector No. u.. dISCharge BOD COD Oil SS lOS HM
ChemIcal 53 127 H 2S 178 23 33 241 0.S!4
Food 1111 288 277 182 142 "0 11e lee 0.17
Textile. 75 114 18 311 47 24 14 1Sl1 0.3

Eng 31 13 12 5 1.1 2 3 13 0.03
Metallurgical 11 lSi eo 1S 14 e 24 28 0,2

Mining 33 11 14 3 0.' , 4 11 0.01
Total 330 138 5<11 270 388 1M 2M 1151 US

Sou,ee: IndUltrial Environm.ntal MAP P,og,esl R.port. Gener.' O,ganization fo' Industrializ.tion. 111D1
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However, USAID engineers have indicated that the costs of sewer and power projects, for
example, are about the same as they would be in the United States.

Companies are beginning to take preliminary steps toward changing industrial
processes in order to reduce or recycle water and separate discharge streams. Most of the
pollution prevention and control actions taken by industry have resulted from these
realizations:

• Costs for raw materials such as energy, water, and other inputs to the
manufacturing process are rapidly increasing.

• Discharges from the plant often contain valuable raw material which is
unnecessarily lost.

• End-of-pipe treatment of discharges is an added cost, while pollution prevention
and waste minimization returns revenue to the manufacturing operation.

• The government is beginning to interact with plant owners to sample their wastes
and, in selected polluting situations, to require the industry to clean up their
discharges.

To date, industrial pollution control measures have been implemented at some public
sector factories under the Ministry of Industry's 1987/1991 five-year plan. The GOE's total
allocated investments during this period were LE 80 million; only LE 36 million was actually
spent, however. Public sector companies implemented 14 water pollution control projects at
an a\'erage investment of SI.4 million per plant. Projects included the separation of sanitary
and industrial waste streams, oil and chemical reduction and extraction, primary treatment
and subsequent coMection to mun.cipal treatment systems, the installation of closed-circuit
systems, water reuse where feasible, and the collection and reuse of potentially useful waste
materials such as fodder production from organic waste. In general, investments in water
pollution control measures have focused on those that provide at least some financial benefit
to the company, such as saving water through recycling and recovery, or creating a product
with potential economic value.

Industrial wastewater treatment projccts for private sector manufacturers have been
infrequent, primarily because regulations are not enforced. However, this is expected to
change over the next five years. Markets will emerge for effluent treatment in private sector
industrial cities such as 10th of Ramadan and 6th of OCtober. In 10th of Ramadan, for
example, nearly all discharges go directly to municipal Sewer systems, which were not
designed to handle industrial wastes. The municipal systems consist of an oxidation pond
outside of town that can no longer handle industrial wastes. An estimated 60 to 70 plants
will require effluent treatment. While their problems may be less serious than those of the
large public sector companies, it is estimated that within three or four years, these private
industrial cities will be seeking solutions. Two representative projects are as follows:
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Industrial Wastewater Trearmem

t- BTM Textiles has started its own a small-scale pilot treatment system and is
working with a consultant on ways to treat effluents from its finishing and dyeing
plant (effluents of hydrolyzed dyestuffs, alblies, fibers and lint, pigments and
kerosene). The pilot process consists of sedimentation and separation. Currently
the company is discharging to pits in the desert. The company estimate~ the cost
of primary treatment at LE 175,000.

• Mecca Carpets in New Ameria (Alexandria) stoppc:d injecting wtlls .....ith
industrial effluents containing several polymers, and in their place has installed a
biological treatment unit. Treated water is then used to irrigate green areas on
the company's premises, which protect buildings from wind and sand corrosion.

The technologies in demand that are available outside Egypt include surface aerators,
mechanical screens, and sedimentation tanks.

Supply

Many companies in Egypt have the capability to select and procure imported
equipment and chemicals to treat industrial effluents, but few really specialize in this arta.
Over half of those surveyed said they had such capabilities. However, the industries
themselves have done most of the treatment to date, sometimes with the help of outside
consultants or research institutes. Many companies that claim to have capabilities do little
marketing in the area.

Some public sector companies may have in-house capabilities to design systems,
recommend process changes, and procure equipment.

Some systems that have been imported and installed do not function properly due to
difficult and costly operation and maintenance processes. Some installed systems are not
operating because of the prohibitive cost of chemicals. With little enforcement of existing
regulations, industries have no incentive to maintain the few systems that are installed.

Two companies surveyed said they were planning to enter the industrial wastewater
treatment market by developing new relationships with foreign equipment suppliers, adding a
new equipment assembly or fabrication line, or licensing foreign technologies. One company
in Alexandria already designs and manufactures systems with almost no foreign content.
Others stated that at least 80~ of the equipment required could be manufactured in Egypt.

Only a few companies in Egypt can provide operation and maintenance services for
industrial wastewater treatment facilities.
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Competition

A wide range of foreign and Egyptian companies provide engineering and design
services, and equipment and chemicals for this market, although most of these supply the
water purification and pretreatment market (see section below).

Several companies that service the municipal wastewater market are in i.\ good
position to begin manufacturing for the industrial wastewater treatment market, such as the
Arab Military Organization and ORASCOM, both of which have recently added new
manufacturing lines.

Ownership

Most companies providing engineering and imponed equipment are privately owned.
In-house capabilities, where they exist, are more likely to be found in public sector
companies.

Strategies and Costs ofEntry

Entering this market requires initial market research on the companies that may be
targets of govemment enforcement and thus will need new equipment or design services, and
research on the types of technologies that may be appropriate. Developing relationships with
potential buyers early on will be helpful. As the GOE implements regulations that it can
enforce, more companies will begin to comply with the regulations. For foreign companies,
business development and marketing uips are recommended.

The cost of entry for companies not currently in this market can be high, especially
for manufacturers. One manufacturer of valves and pumps for municipal waste systems
estimated that it would require a backlog of at least 25 to 30 projects before manufacturing
for industry would be cost-effective. Companies already involved in the manufacture of
municipal systems clearly have a manufacturing cost advantage over new entrants. Foreign
companies wishing to sell equipment initially will have lower entry costs than local
manufacturers.
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Environmental
Consulting
Services

Consulting services are needed to develop and implement
environmental policies and practices, conduct environmental
audits, and incorporate environmental management practices
into new facilities and projects. Environmental issues related
to certain seeton, such as tourism and the management of
Egypt's antiquities. are relatively new and will also require
technical expertise.

Some environmental consultirig expertise exists in Egypt, but much more will be
required. Until more environmental consultants are trained, there will be a market for
foreign environmenta! consultants acting alone or in partnership with Egyptian rums and
individuals. Environmental training services are also in strong demand.

A good portion of the demand for environmental consulting will initially come from
the World Bank. th~ Egyptian Environnlental Affairs Agency and other donor-funded
projects.

Products and Services

Environmental consulting includes professional services contracted for a specific job
and period of time that address the environment. incJuding the following:

• consulting for industrial waste minimization and materials recovery, including the
performanCt~ of environmental audits (see also Industrial Wastewater Section)

• consulting on environmental policies, regulations. economics and management,
including the preparation of environmental impact assessments

• preparation and administration of environmental training. education, and public
awareness campaigns

Environmental consulting companies employ an interdisciplinary professional staff
with a wide range of technical qualifications including basic scientists. environmental
engineers. industrial engineers, economists. policy planners. lawyers, and educators.
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Clients

The number and range of po~ntial clients for environmental consulting are the largest
of all categories of environmental businesses discussed in this repone Central ministries and
authorities, governorates, public sector industries, research institutes, private sector
companies, and foreign corporationi are al! potential clients for environmental services.
Some of the most likely target customers are as follows:

• Tourism Development Unit
• private tourist developers
• private and public sector manufacturers
• Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency
• companies begiMing to build new factories
• oil exploration and production sharing companies
.. Egyptian General Petroleum Company.

Many of the above clients will be seeking donor funding to pay for environmental
consultants.
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Industrial Waste Minimization/Materials Recovery

Demand. Consulting for waste minimization and pollution prevention presents some
of the most attractive business opportunities in Egypt, because the demand for such services
can occur prior to GOE enforcement of environmental regulations. Waste minimization and
material recovery have economic benefits unrelated to environmental improvement and can
be marketed aggressively on the basis that industrial plants can benefit from cost reductions
due to process changes that conserve or recycle materials of value. Also, if enforcement of
effluent and emission regulations eventually increases, industrial plants can reduce their
investments in treatment facilities by reducing the amount of waste requiring treatment.
Many of the initial recommended waste minimization improvements are low/cost, no/cost
changes that can be implemented quickly with little investment.

The potential for institu~ng waste minimization and pollution prevention measures is
great. Together, six industries in the public sector (chemical, food, textile, engineering and
manufacturing, metal/metallurgical, and mining) discharge 549 million cubic meters/year of
effluent. Total daily pollutant load levels from public sector plants alone are estimated at
270 ton/day BOD. 388 ton/day COD, 168 ton/day oil, 296 ton/day suspended solids, 1,151
ton/day total di~solved solids, and 1.65 ton/day heavy metals.

There is a demand for waste minimization services in Egyptian industries today, but
information, technologies, ant' skilled pollution prevention professionals are in short supply.

Supply. An ongoing USAID research project has supported a number of waste
minimization and pollution prevention projects. For example, at the EI Nasr Leather
Tanning Company, a project was implemented to recover 60 tons/year of chromium that
would otherwise have been discharged into marine waters. This translates to an annual
savings of LE 12S,OOO. At the Abou-Qir Company for fertilizers and chemic:al industries, a
project was undertaken to recover 12.5 tons of urea daily, resulting in an added income for
the company of LE 1.7 million per year. Similar projects have been implemented to recover
cellulosic fibers lost from a paper mill, to find uses for waste steel slag in the construction
industry, to utilize cement dust from a cement factory, to conserve water, and to optimize
processes to reduce residues at a food manufacturing plant.

USAID is also supporting all energy conservation project that provides industries
(both public and private sector) with technical assistance and equipment to realize costs
savings from reduced energy consumption. As the prices of energy steadily rise toward
market prices in Egypt, the market for energy conservation services improves as well.

Research institutes have implemented most of the existing waste minimization
projects. Energy conservation projects have also been implemented by research institutes
with the assistance or the Federation of Egyptian Industries, which publicized the availability
of the services.
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Beyond a few research institutes, the capacity to supply waste minimization services is
minimal in Egypt, primarily due to the lack of knowledge and appropriate training.

Competition. Competition in waste minimization consulting has been limited to
government-sponsored institutes, and has been weak. Projects funded by USAID have been
awarded on a competitive basis with the same few research institutes competing for each
award.

Preparariol'l ofEnvironmentallmpa£tAssessments, Policy, RegulQJory, and Economic
Management Consulting

Demand. Public awareness of environmental issues in Egypt is increasing, though it
is still low relative to other countries. Also the GOE, in its recently released Environmental
Action Plan, is attempting to address environmental problems in a coordinated and systematic
way. This effort will ultimately translate into greater enforcement of regulations and new
donor funding for environmental projects which will, in turn, increase demand for
environmental consulting sen-ices.

Demand already exists for such services. Where external donors support new
investments, environmental impact assessments frequently must be completed. The tourism
industry, particularly in the Red Sea area, provides a good example of an unmet demand for
environmental consulting services. In connection with a $400 million World Bank loan, the
Tourism Development Unit will need to generate and enforce regulatory guidelines for
tourism development and monitoring systems for coastal zones, and institute land use
management practices. Individual private tourist developers will need site-specific
environmental impact assessments, master plans for environmental infrastructure, and tourism
management plans for tourism projects. The management of Egypt's antiquities also calls for
skilled environmental policy planners and managers.

Supply. Only a few Egyptian companies provide environmental management
consulting services, such as Environmental Quality International (EQI), Environmental
Resources, and Energy Environment and Technology Associates. Individuals affiliated with
r:search institutes are often available on an assignment basis. Research institutes are also
available to supply consulting services.

Com/Mtition. Because demand exceeds supply, the competition for environmental
consulting is not strong at present. As more donor funds become available, it will be
important to increase the number of available consulW1ts to maintain competition.

EnvironmtNnl EducQJion. Training and Public Awarenas Campaigns

Denuuu:l. To implement its Environmental Action Plan, Egypt needs to obtain
training in a wide range of environmental specialties. Nearly every environmental project
funded by donor agencies will have a training component.
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In most countries, public awareness is a precursor to environmental action. In Egypt,
the public is just beginning to become aware of the health hazards posed by existing air,
water, and land pollution. Some environmental projects may include components designed to
increase public awareness through advertising, film production, and publications.

Supply. Egyptians have few places beyond universities to obtain specialized training
to perform environmental consulting jobs. Currently, few university programs offer
environmental sciences or environmental engineering. Ain Shams University has an
environmental program and the American University in Cairo is starting one. Some
companies that provide management consulting may offer limited environmental training.
Foreign consulting companies are available to supply training, but frequently at a high cost.

Competition. There is virtually no competition among Egyptian companies in this
market.

OwMrship. At present, public sector research institutes provide about half the
environmental consulting services available in Egypt. Private consultants provide the other
half. Individuals, some of whom are affiliated with research institutes, also offer these
services.

Strategies and Costs ofEntry

Environmental consulting is one of the few businesses that an individual can enter.
The capital costs for starting a consulting business are not high, but most specializations
require in-depth training and expertise that may be difficult or costly to obtain. The
acquisition of foreign training and expertise may be necessary.
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Water Purification
Systems

1 he market for water purification systems in Egypt exists
primarily in the treatment of industrial water influents. (For a
discussion of municipal water works, refer to the section on
municipal water and wastewater treatment). In 1990, the
U.S. Department of Commerce estimated that the market for
U.S. exports of water purification and filtering equipment to

Egypt was 511.6 million. Total market size estimates provided by Egyptian companies range
from 524 million to 530 million annually. The sale of desalination units is an attractive new
business opportunity in this market, especially in tourist areas along the Red Sea coast.

Products and Services

Water purification products include industrial water pretrC3tment, desalination units,
and compact water treatment units. Frequently, chemicals are required for operation.
Services include the operation and maintenance of boilers, desalinization units, and other
water treatment services.

Clients

The clients for water purification systems include commercial and industrial buyers,
both public and private sector. Commercial users include hotels, especially resorts
unattached to municipal water systems, and the marine industry. Industrial enterprises
include companies with furnaces and boilers. textile companies, and food processing.

Demand

Egypt has had a market for water purification systems for at least five years. In the
industrial sector and municipal water supply systems, market demand is unrelated to the
enforcement of environmental regulations. Industrial market demand is driven by the need to
incorporate water pretreatment into the industrial process. As water pollution becomes more
of a problem in E.gypt, the need for industrial water purification systems will grow. In the
commercial sector. the hotel and boating industries represent potential markets for these
systems.

Water supply is one area where there arc opportunities to work with private resort
developers. Although there are plans to upgrade water pipelines from the Nile to the Red
Sea, they are not expected to be sufficient and may prove to be too expensive once water
prices reflect real costs. Private resort developers in the Red Sea area, are requi:ed to
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develop their own infrastructure standards. one of which is an adequate supply of water.
Opponunities exist for vapor compression and reverse osmosis desalinization units with
capacities ranging from 500 to 3.000 cubic meters per day. Two lars~e private projects are
currently under development at Abu Soma and AI Queseir, both of which are considering
desalinization units and will be looking for companies to supply them.

Egypt nuds unsophisticated. unautomated or semi-automated technologies that can be
maintained with relative ease. Even with unsophisticated technologies. qualified operation
and maintenance providers of water purification equipment and systems will be in demand.
Operation and maintenance of desalinization units will be critical.

Supply

Many foreign suppliers have agentldistribut~r relationships with Egyptian companies
to sell water purification equipment. To date, most of this equipment is imported, although
Egyptian companies are beginning to manufacture water treatment systems for municipalities.
Equipment such as tanks and pumps are manufactured in Egypt, but chemicals and (liters are
imported. Companies in France, the United States. and Great Britain are major suppliers of
equipment. The equipment vendors generally provide after-sales services.
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Competition

Competition is strong among foreign suppliers, including Permutit, Culligan, Dupont,
Drew Chemicals, Imex, and Amerest. Competition among Egyptian companies has not yet
emerged. Some of the proposed desalination plants for the Red Sea tourism projects will be
financed by a World Bank loan, and awarded through international competitive bidding.

Ownership

This market is supplied primarily by the foreign private sector working with Egyptian
agents/distributors. To the extent that suppliers also provide water treatment systems for
governorates, there may be some public sector participation i..~ local manufacturing.

Strategies and Costs ofEntry

A foreign company wishing to sell equipment or chemicals in Egypt needs to have an
agent/distributor. Entering the Egyptian market frequently requires significant capital
investment and access to a relatively secure market.
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Municipal Solid
and Hazardous
Waste Collection
and Disposal

The outlook is promising for municipal and hazardous solid
waste equipment and services in Egypt. The demand in
services and equipment for municipal solid waste will develop
mo~ quickly than for hazardous waste. In g·eneral, the sale
of large pieces of equipment represents the best opportunity
for foreign firms, while services and the sale of smaller
equipment represent the best opportunities for Egyptian fIrms.
Hazardous waste services that require experience and a high

degree of technological sophistication will initially need to be provided in cooperation with
foreign companies.

The need for household waste collection is greatest in large urban areas. The current
collection system is insufficient to meet needs. Assuming a favorable government response,
the market is expected to grow in the coming decade due to a growing population and current
insufficiencies. The recyclable value of municipal waste is often a deciding factor in whether
it is collected. Waste tends to be more valuable in high-income areas than in low-income
areas.

Chemical and fertilizer hazardous wastes are also discarded in an uncontrolled
manner, with little regard to site preparation or location. Should GOE interest in regulating
industrial polluters continue to increase, companies able to provide better disposal services
will be sought out by industries wishing to comply with regulations. The amount of unused
fertilizer disposed of annually is not known.

At present, most hospital waste (including hazardous and infectious waste) is mixed
with municipal waste. However, as hospitals are forced to comply with new laws, a market
for incinerators is expected to develop. Action against hospitals might be delayed, since
most hospitals are government owned.

Products and Services

Transpon vehicles and waste movement equipment, collection services, and disposal
services and equipment constitute the major products and services market for municipal solid
waste. The waste may also be b'Jrned (sometimes as a fuel source) in incinerating units.
Organic waste may be composted in composting containers that control drainage and
aeration, and may have mechanically turned decomposition. Maulers are sometimes used to
reduce the volume of non-compactable waste components. LandFill covers can be used to
increase landfill capacity by replacing din, in addition to suppressing vapors, odors, and
disease vectors.
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The fonns of hazardous waste treatment include incineratiOft iJt IdIM, engineered'
landfills (a variety of lining methods can prevent seepage), chemical fixation, the reuse of
high-energy potential wastes (oils, solvents, paint sludge, organic compounds, pesticides,
etc.) as a fuel source as in a cement or lime kilns, and bioremediation, which can be used for
wastes containing low and medium concentrations of hazardous organic matter. The
transpon of hazardous waste can require vehicles specially designed for hazardous waste
transpon where safety is a concern.

Clients

The growing numberiof private providers of municipal solid waste collection indicates
that private firms wiU increasingly be the buyers of collection equipment.

Financial commitments have been limited for municipal solid waste disposal
equipment relative to the volume of waste generated. Egyptian municipalities will probably
be the main purchasers of composters, landfilling equipment, and incinerators, but the
operation of facilities may be contracted out to private companies.
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Both private and public sector industries will need industrial solid and hazardous
waste disposal and treatment equipment and services in the coming decade, as environmental
regulations become more stringent. The pace at which this need will materialize, however,
is not certain. Currently, the public sector accounts for about 70% of industrial production,
but the private sector has more plants.

Hospitals represent a potentially large clientele for incineration equipment, since few
hospitals in Egypt have incineration systems, and again, regulations are likely to become
more rigid.

Proposed municipal wastewater treatment plants in Cairo and Alexandria will create
700 to 1,000 kilo tons of sewage sludge per year. These plants are potential buyers of
sludge disposal equipment.

Demand

Currently, municipal solid waste is collected in one of three ways. First,
municipalities account for some of the collection. Second, the zaballeen and Wahis have a
contracting system whereby they provide for waste pickup from households for a fee. Third,
a growing number of private enterprises (85 companies in 1991) collect and deliver solid
waste to either zaballeen communities or directly to disposal sites.

Significant demand is expected for equipment and services in municipal waste
collection and disposal as a ~sult of Egypt'S increasing population and anticipated
environmental regulatory enforcement mechanisms. Opportunity also exists to recover
methane gas from municipal waste and domestic sewerage sludge. The current demand for
municipal waste collection in urban areas is estimated at 16.900 tons/day. In rural areas, the
total demand is 5.200 tons/day. In Cairo alone, about 6,000 tons of municipal solid waste
are generated daily. About 1.700 tons/day of municipal waste are left uncollected in Cairo,
and th~n burned or left to decay. Egypt's increasing population will generate an estimated
31,000 tons/day solid waste in the year 2000. and 56.000 tons/day in 2020.

As demand for waste collection and disposal equipment increases. a need for
maintenance and pans suppliers will also develop. Even now, many composting and
incineration plants are not used at full capacity (or lack of spare parts.

From 2 million to 3 million tons of compost could be used as fertilizer annually based
on current levels of waste production. Egyptian farmers are intensive users of fertilizer.
creating a good business for companies supplying composting equipment and services.
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Estimates of the total non-hazardous industrial solid waste generated in Egypt range
from ISO,OOO tons to close to I million tons annually. While hazardous solid waste is likely
to be apriority, non-hazardous solid waste is a nuisance at best, and will also prompt a
market for removal and disposal services in some industries.

Markets will also expand for hazardous wase handling equipment and services.
Industries produce an estimated 50,000 tons of hazardous waste annually, which is disposed
of with other industrial waste. The steel, textile, and food industries account for much of the
hazardous waste generated. Other growing industries that are expected to produce increasing
amounts of hazardous waste include chemicals and fertilizer, petrochemicals, pharmaceuti
cals, pulp and paper, and engineering manufacturing. Demand will expand for incineration,
landfills, transfer stations, and transport technologies for hazardous waste.

In many private industrial areas, hazardous solid waste is brought to unappraised, and
possibly unsafe dump sites. Most factories do not have environmental specialists, so lack of
information about safe, appropriate disposal is a large problem. Many firms do not even
know they are poUuting, much less what to do about it. As new regulations are enforced.
industries will be forced to find adequate disposal solutions. Disposal cost recovery systems,
such as using some kinds of hazardous waste as a kiln fuel source, will be particularly
attractive. A market for low-cost, engineered landfills will emerge over the next decade.

Hospitals produce approximately 13,000 tons per year of hazardous waste. The
market for incinerators of hospital waste is expected to grow quickly, since feY! hospitals
have incinerators at this time.

Supply

Public and private sector enterprises in urban areas collected and disposed of roughly
15,200 tons/day of municipal waste in 1990. Cairo is experiencing and will continue to
experience service shortfalls due to increasing population, with 4011 to 6011 of Cairo
households served irregularly or not at all. About 80 incinerators located at municipal waste
dumpsites throughout Egypt have capacities ranging from 0.4 tons/hour to 1.0 tons/hour.
Incinerators have been introduced at eight locations (80 plants with a capacity of 0.4 to 1.0
tons/hour). However, the lack of incentives for upkeep and difficulties in obtainins spare
parts, combined with high operating costs keep many of them from functioning.

Egypt has five composting plants with a combined capacity of, 42 tons/hour.
Alexandria, Cairo, and Damietta each have a 10 tons/hour plant; Cairo and Giza each has a
6 tons/hour plant. Cairo's composting plants and sanitary landfills are able to handle 1,200
tons/clay.
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Due to lack of demand, few companies offer hazardous waste treatment or safe
disposal services.

No collection and disposal system exists for hospital waste, apart from disposing of it
with municipal waste. Hospital waste incinerators present a substantial business opportunity;
their introduction will be regulation driven.

Competition

The competition for municipal waste collection services is already strong, with
approximately 85 small private collection companies operating in Cairo alone. Competition,
however, is not keen for large-scale collectors using large-eapacity equipment. Some
garbage trucks are used, but they are often mismatched with the type of waste, or they
experience poor road conditions or restrictions on the weight of their loads. The major
competitors for landfill operations are municipal government agencies. Foreign companies
will supply most advanced landfl1ling, incineration, and composting technologies.
Equipment manufacture for these purposes presents ideal joint venture possibilities for
developed country engineering firms and Egyptian manufacturers.

The Egyptian market for hazardous waste collection, disposal, and treatment is
undeveloped, so few if any Egyptian companies can supply the necessary technology at
present. The potential is good for joint ventures between U.S. and Egyptian companies
whereby the equipment manufacturing plants would be established in Egypt. Competition fer
this market will come from developed countries. The same holds true for hospital waste
incineration systems. Competition from firms experienced in the engineering and logistics of
hazardous waste will be limited to developed countries at this time.

Ownership

• Both municipal agencies and the private sector provide municipal waste collection
services. Landfills are still under the auspices of government agencies. Experience with
incineration and composting plants in Egypt is too limited to determine who will own or
operate landfills.

Hazardous solid waste collection and disposal services will probably develop primarily
in the private sector, which would cater to public and private sector industries. An exception
might be large public sector companies which will seek to dispose of hazardous waste
independently, but even they will need to acquire some technologies from outside the public
sector.
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Strategies and Costs ofEntry

The costs of entry into the municipal waste collection and disposal market are
relatively low and primarily require transport vehicles and labor. Egypt has not yet
developed experience in disposal technologies, but it does have a sizable technically educated
work force that could easily undergo speciaIi:ed training in municipal waste disposal
technologies.

Incineration and engineered landfills are the primary technology options for handling
hazardous waste that require high initial investment costs, while reuse of the waste as a fuel
and bioremediation require low investment costs.

Operational costs can be high for hazardous waste treatment systems since these
technologies are relatively new to Egypt and require extensive training. Technologies that
can draw upon pre-existing experience will have an advantage. Bioremediation and
incineration are at one end of the scale, requiring extensive training, while landfilling and
reuse as a fuel are at the other end.
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Waste Recycling
and Associated
Businesses

Recycling business activity in Egypt is considerable. The
potential for upgrading the quality of recyclable products and
adding new products is good. Also, more efficient waste
collection and a growing urban population will increase the
demand for recycling equipment and recyclable products.
Currently, plastic, rubber, cooking oil, batteries, metals,
glass, and certain organic wastes are recycled. The best new

opportunities are in the recycling of paper, plastic, and motor oil. The potential market for
large-scale recycling plants has spurred some Egyptian companies to begin seeking foreign
recycling plant manufacturers to form joint ventures.

Products and Services

The main types of solid waste in urban areas are household, commercial and
industrial, street, and construction waste. Of potential value in this waste stream are organic
waste, plastics, rubber, motor oil, cooking oil, household batteries, metals, and any item that
can have value added for resale to consumers, such as used shoes, or to industries, such as
recycled plastic and glass.

Separation, the first step in extracting recycled materials from municipal waste, can
be done manually or by automation. To date, most separation of municipal solid refuse in
Egypt is done by hand. The following table lists general technologies and equipment needs
for recycling various wastes.

Recyclable Product

Plastic

Cooking and motor oil

Metal

Glass

Rubber

Paper and wood

TechnololY or Equipment Employed

saning, cutting, washing, granulation, and molding

sieving and dehydrating devices

hammer mills and ball mills for shredding and grinding

separators, washing tubs, batching equipment, furnaces,
annealing equipment, molding and shaping machinery

tire resurfacing and retreading, pressing, shredding,
firing, cracking, injection and extrusion molding

shredders, pulpers, wood hoggers, repulping tubs,
dewatering presses, and fiber balers
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Clients

The market for recycled products includes individual consumers and slnall~scale

industries. The buyers of raw waste and recycling equipment are the many small~scale and
some large private recyclers. including the laballeen (a garbage collection and recycling
collective). New entrants to the market may include larger paper and pulp and chemical
(plastic) companies.

Demand

Most recycling in Egypt is related to the solid waste management system in Cairo,
where long~lablished private sector waste collection. soning, dealer networks. and
recycling workshops operate. Private sector collectives and individuals collect approximately
one~third of Cairo's waste. The tables on the next page show the amount and composition of
municipal solid waste. Increasing population and greater efficiency in municipal waste
collection will result in a larger supply of recycling materials. The demand for recycling
equipment and services thus stands to grow.

so

•I•
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Business Activities
Waste Recycling and AssociQled Businesses

1990 Production of Municipal Solid Waste

Large cities (Alex., Cairo, Giza)

Medium cities

Small cities

9,416 t1day

2,205 t1day

3,617 t1day

Source: ·Solid Wute in the ARE,· World Bank Draft Document, 1991.

Composition of Solid Waste

garbage/grass 51 %

papers 23%

textiles 6%

plastics 9%

metals 6%

glass 4%

other 1%

Source: USAID iDternaJ documeDt from Wilbur Smith AJsoc:ialel.

Plastic makes up the largest market for recycling equipment and services in Egypt
today. According to some estimates, 1,500 to 2,000 tons of waste thermoplastics are
recycled in Cairo each day. Half of this amount originates from the municipal solid waste
stream and the remainder, from industrial scrap sold directly to dealers. Currently, about
70% of collected plastic waste is recycled. The table below shows that plastic price:; in
Egypt have steadily increased. In 1991, recycled plastic sold for S180 to S225 per ton, or
about half the cost of imported primary polymers.
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Recycled Plastic Prices

Year Price (I:..EIlon) ...

1981

1983

1985

1987

1989

1991

60 - 80

80 - 120

150 - 200

250 - 350

400 - 500

600 - 750

Note: LE eatimates DotltaDdardized 10 ODe year
Source: 1M Recycling ofSolid Weute ill Coiro Egypt. EQI report. 1991.

Rough estimates indicate atat about 17% of Cairo's plastic waste is collected for
recycling. up to 70% of which is recycled. The total market size for Cairo in 1991 was
estimated to be about 55.5 million per year. The potential market for Cairo and Alexandria,
without considering future population growth or changes in waste creation habits, it.
estimated at about 550 million per year.

Large plastics factories do not now participate in recycling due to the sensitivity of
their machinery to the impurities found in recycled materials. New opportunities exist for
recycling equipment manufacturers able to overcome this problem.

Automobile tires and innertubes are the greatest rubber waste producers. According
to an Egyptian report, 660.000 tires and 2,250,000 innertubes become waste every year in
Cairo. Nearly 90% of innertubes but only I% of tire waste (which is bcreasing at 25.3%
annually) are recycled, because hard rubber is more difficult and costly to recycle than soft
rubber.

The market for recycled oil has been poor in the past because the government
subsidile$ the price o( oil. With government policy moving away from subsidies, the market
(or used oil stands to increase, presenting potential opportunities for recyclers. This would
be most feasible for large-scale recycling plants using sophisticated machinery; unlike small
recycling plants, they could produce high-quality lubricants that could compete with products
made directly (rom petroleum. According to estimates, SO% of the 1.7S million tons of oil
used annually in Cairo is recycled and 20% is used directly as fuel.
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Business Activities
Waste Recycling and Associated Businesses

Paper recycling produces only low-grade paper at present. However, given that paper
represents 23 % of all waste generated in Egypt, the potential fo! expanding markets is great.
For example, the American Chamber of Commerce in Egypt has begun a paper recycling
project that will collect up to 15 tons of unsoiled paper products to recycle and return as
computer paper. Although some additional equipment ',..,ill probably be necessary for this
project, the greatest challenge will be to collect sufficient quantities of unsoiled paper.

Supply

Recycling plants in Cairo range in size from small individually owned workshops to
factories of up to 500 workers. For example, the recycling capacity for rubber waste ranges
from 200 kilograms (440 lbs) per day per workshop to two tons per day per workshop.
From 450 to 500 small manufacturers work with recycled materials. Most are low
technology workshops producing low-quality, low-cost goods for consumer markets. The
informal sector has been very successful at filling the need for small-scale re-cycling plants.

An important element supporting the recycling industry in Egypt is the well-adapted
labor force engaged in recycling, which is responsible for manufacturing and operating
innovative recycling machines and processes. GOE policy has attempted to encourage the
recycling industry as a local alternative to importing these materials. With plastics, for
example. this is sound policy, considering recovered plastics cost about half as much as
imported primary polymers.

Equipment for small-scale recycling businesses is almost always manufactured by
local suppliers who are able to supply a low-cost, specifically adapted recycling apparatus.

Few large companies have entered the recycling business. The only foreign company
that indicated it was currently involved is Shell, which may be conducting some in-house
recycling.

Competition

Competition among small·scale Egyptian recycling companies is strong, since they
rely on a limited source of materials. Competition is limited in the market for large-scale
recycling plants, which is not yet fully developed. However, several companies surveyed
said they were considering entering the recycling business.
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Business Activilies
WQSl~ Recycling and Nsocimed Businesses

Ownership

The current recycling system is based primarily on private sector service providers.
Private sector recycling is operated largely by a unique subculture consisting of two groups
of collectives, the Wahis and the zaballeen. The Wahis act as the administrators of this
system and the zaballeen, as the collectors.

Strategies and Costs ofEntry

Foreign companies should consider joint venturing or licensing with the larger
companies that produce recycling equipment, or with plastic and paper manufacturers.

To upgrade the quality of recycled plastic and paper products, new equipment will be
required, some of it imported. No equipment cost estimates have been made; total costs
depend on capacities and equipment specifications.
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Point Source Air
Pollution Control

Point source air pollution comes from industrial activities and
thennal power 9lants. Egypt's Iar&"st concentrations of air
pollution are in industrial areas surrounding Cairo and
Alexandria. The methods for addressing air pollution include
increasing prices to redu~ consumption, implementing
energy-saving programs, converting to cleaner fuels, such as

natural gas, and installing poUution control equipment. According to the EEAA, a
combination of all these methods will be used to address Egypt'S air pollution problems.

Many Egyptian companies provide services and products to address air pollution,
although none specializes in air pollution controls because the market is too small.

The market for pollutioh' control equipment and services is expected to grow as
enforcement increases. However, the OOE may be reluctant to invest in advanced pollution
control technologies without first trying to reduce energy consumption and encourage fuel
substitution.

Products and Services

The equipment ured to remove particulate matter such as dust consists of many types
of mechanical collectors, fabric filters (baghouses), electrostatic precipitators, and wet
scrubbing devices. Several different processes can remove gaseous pollutants depending on
the targeted pollutant. Sulfur dioxide can be removed from coal burning power boilers
using flue gas desulfurization processes. Molecular sieves are used in sulfuric plants for
sulfur dioxide removal, in nitric plants for NO. removal, and in caustic chlorine plants for
mercury removal.

The methods for controlling odors and toxic pollutants include thermal incineration
(after burners), catalytic oxidation, activated carbon adsorption, and condensation.

Equipping an industrial plant with air emission control equipment requires a high
level of experience and technical expertise to obtain good performance. Engineering
consulting services from specialized firms are often required before equipment is purchased
and installed.

Converting to natural gas requires investments in new burners and boilers, as well as
investments to increase the production and delivery of natural gas to industrial sites.
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Businas Activities
Point Source Air Pollution Control

Industrial energy conservation includes improving energ)' efficiency through better
maintenance, i!Dproved combustion controls, power factor conection and cogeneration.

Clients

The major potential clients for point source air pollution control equipment and
services include the following companies, listed by location:

Helwaa
Portland Cement Co.
Sigwart Asbestos Co.
Helwan Iron and Steel
Ceramics and Porcelain
National Co. for Cement
Pottery Industries
El Nur Co!te and Chemical
Helwan Cement
General Co. (or Metals
Misr Spinning and Weaving
Steel Pipes
Electric Station at Tabbin
South Cairo Electric Station

Sboubra £1 Kbeima ana
El Delta Steel Company
Igward Company
National Plastics Company
EI Nasr Co. for Glass and Crystals
Abu laabaJ Co. for fertilizers
General Company (or Ceramics

Alexaadria ana
Abou Qir for fertilizers and Chemical Industries
General Company for Paper
Paper Industrialization (Verta)
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Coke, Chern. & Fertilizers

Lower Eafpt
Talka Fertilizer Factory
Dying Material and Chemicals

Canal Area
El Nasr Co. for Fertilizers

Demand

Business Activities
Poilll Source Air Pollution Control

Misr Chemical Industries
El Nasr Co. for Tanning
Plastics Company
Nile Match Company

Upper Eafpt
Kima Chemical Company
Misr Aluminum
Ferro Silicon Plant

I

Many of Egypt's industrial facilities were built without air pollution prevention or
control measures, except for certain cement and fertilizer plants. ~', :n a survey conducted
by the Ministry of Industry, few industrial respondents admitted to , ' ' 'ting any air pollution
since they were unaware of what such poUution might include. Althl '\' h much less testing
has h ~n done for air poUution than for water pollution, the assumption .~ that in addition to
high If. '~Is of suspended particulate matter, th~ level of heavy metals emissions, particularly
lead, is "lJ5O unacceptable.

The treatment of Egypt's air pollution problems will take many years and cost several
hundred million dollars. The Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency estimates that phase
one industrial poUution control wilJ cost 5165 milJion, while phase two will cost 5330
million. Sources of funding for such a clean-up are still unclear.

The Ministry of Industry has implemented several projects to reduce air pollutant
emissions, including the installation of filters to detain dust; stack towers for gas absorption;
electrostatic filters and scrapers, cyclones. ammonia neutralizers, and stack towers for
ammonia collection; separators for condensing lead vapors; and reduction furnaces to prevent
the emission of lead vapors. How much was spent on these projects is unknown.

The cement industry is a major cause of air pollution, particularly in the Cairo area.
In Helwan, three cement plants emit 1.650 tons/day of dust. Most of these plants have
baghouse filters and sometimes electrostatic precipitators, but they are not properly operated.
Baghouses and electrostatic precipitators have been installed in two cement plants, Suez
Cement and Quattamia. USAID financed both plants, which required advanced pollution
control technologies. Some problems have arisen in equipment operations at these plants.

The market for point source air emissions will be defined largely by increased
government enforcement and the level of funding from donor agencies. The public is
growing more aware of air pollution and the health effects of poor air quality. Enforcement
of regulations will probably increase aJong witl't public awareness.
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PO;N Source Air Pollution COlllrol

Donor agencies have expressed some interest in funding air pollution control projects.
The German government is planning to provide a DM 36 million grant for a project to
reduce dust emissions in the cement industry, perhaps in cooperation with the Danish
government and the World Bank. At EI Nasr Casting, the German government is reviewing
a project that would reduce air and water pollution. USAID's Energy Conservation and
Efficiency Program sponsors energy-saving projects that reduce air pollution.

GOE may intervene with a tax on high-sulfur fuel to encourage use of low-sulfur
fuels, which will require industry to invest in new burners and boilers.

Supply

Several con.panies in Egypt, including Orascom and Alel:andria Shipyards,
manufacture dust collectors and baghouse mters. Twenty companies interviewed said that
they provided products or services that address air pollution problems. No company
specializes in air pollution, and many of the 20 respondents are agentsfdistributors for
foreign manufacturers of air pollution control equipment. Several respondents are large
engineering and design firms.

Consulting services are available from private companies as well as from research
institutions. Foreign consultants, although more expensive, are also available.

Competition

Competition does not appear to be significant at this early stage of market
development. To the extent that the market is donor-financed, equipment will be sourced
from the donor country providing funds. Equipment for World Bank projects will be
selected by international competitive bidding.

Research institutes, such as the Tabbin Institute and cairo University, also provide
engineering and consulting services.

Ownership

Heavy industrial air polluters mostly are publicly owned, but they may be scheduled
for privatization. The majority of the companies treating air pollution ue privately owned
by Egyptians. Some public sector co.mpanies manufacture air filters. In addition, some large
foreign engineering companies. such as Bechtel, have offices in Egypt.
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Poinz Source Air Pollution Conzrol

Strategies and Costs ofEntry

Establishing a presence in Egypt is the best way to enter the point source air pollution
control market. Companies like Bechtel are probably in the best position to provide
sophisticated engineering and design services because of their presence in Egypt. If setting
up an office is not possible, foreign equipment suppliers should establish relationships with
Egyptian engineering and design companies to be ready to submit bids once projects are
announced. Imported equipment should be adapted to meet Egyptian requirements: easy to
maintain, low cost, and not highly automated.
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Renewable energy is extracted from non-depletable resources
Renewable Energy such as sunlight, wind, geothermal heat, hydropower, and

plant matter. The effect of this type of energy on the
environment relative to other energy sources is minimal. In

Egypt, sunlight and wind are the most abundant and best suited renewable energy resources.
Wind machines are being used on a pilot basis to generate electticity in the Red Sea/South
Sinai region.

The GDE's Five Year Plan, 1992-1997, calls for the procurement and installation of
an estimated 566.8 million in wind turbines. The U.S. Department of Commerce estimated
the 1991 market for imported windmill equipment in Egypt at $7 million and annual growth
of 25% per year. However, the Ministry of Electricity has been the sole buyer of wind
generated electricity, and so far it has purchased it only with donor funds.

Products and Services

Wind energy is best employed where winds are strong and reliable. Two basic types
of wind machines, horizontal axis wind machines (resembling an airplane propeller) and
venicaI axis wind machines (resembling a wind dial) are common. Wind machines can be
used to pump water and do other mechanical tasks. Commercially available wind turbines
vary in capacity from a few hundred wans to several hundred kilowatts. They use a simple,
and reliable technology.

The technologies used to harness solar energy include photovoltaic and solar thermal.
PhOlovoltaic systems consist of solar cells and collateral equipment (DCIAC power inverters,
voltage regulators, storage batteries, power controls, and instrumentation). Most solar cells
are made from a semiconductor material that convens solar radiation to an electric current.
Given current technology and the high cort of producing solar cells, this technology is best
suited for remote small-scale electricity needs.

Unlike photovoltaic systems, solar thermal systems use heat energy derived directly
from solar radiation. Solar water heaters are the most common examples of this technology.
Solar thermal electric power systems concentrate solar radiation using curved mirrors to
focus the heat on a dark surface that absorbs it. The heat drives an engine which convens
this energy to electricity. This power can be used or slored in batteries.
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Clients

In 1986, the Ministry of Electricity e!itablished the New and Renewable Energy
Authority (NREA), which is currently considering several wind farm projects on an
experimental basis. The clientele is limited, however, because the GOE Electricity Authority
has a full monopoly on generating and selling electricity. Private developers may install such
systems for new tourist communities, for example, but in most cases, wind supplies only
eno!Jgh energy to supplement other sources.

Solar water helters are generally used on a small scale to heat water in commercial or
residential buildings. The potential clientele for solar water heaters consists of any public or
private sector building owner or development company for whom this system is economically
advantageous.

Because the uses for photovoltaic energy are smaller and more specialized, private
sector companies will probably be the primary clientele. Demand will come from those
willing to pay more per unit of energy in return for reliability and independence from the
electricity grid. Thus, remote outposts, villages, and tourist villages are the most likely
candidates.
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Demand

By 1994 the GOE is expected to discontinue its price subsidies for electricity. To
meet its increasing demand for energy (projected to be 49 million tons of oil equivalent by
the year 2(00), Egypt will need to increase its energy supply. Renewable energy may
become a larger component than it has been in the past, especially considering its
environmental benefits, but near and medium term growth in this market will be slow, since
non-renewable energy sources such as natural gas are still considerably cheaper and more
available.

Three wind machines currently operating, have proven cost-effective, according to a
U.S. Department of Commerce report on wind energy in Egypt. Their capital costs are
higher on a per kilowatt-installed basis, but operation and maintenance costs are much lower.
Whether successful operation and maintenance can be carried out in the long run is still in
question, however. Only a few areas with sufficient wind have installed wind energy
systems. They are found along the Red Sea and the north coast.

According to the U.S. Department of Commerce, the estimated 1991 market for
imported windmill equipment is $7 million and annual growth of 25% is expected. Sources
in Egypt involved in renewable energy put the number lower. The GOE's Five Year Plan
1992-1997 calls for an estimated $66.8 million worth of turbines to be installed, but only if
financed by donors.

In Ras Ghareb, a wind farm has been constructed with four 100 kilowatt wind
turbines with a 6.6 kV grid distribution system, which generates 1.2 million kWh (3,480
barrels of oil equivalent) of electricity annually.

The demand for solar heaters should increase substantially, particularly given Egypt's
climate. Israel and Cyprus have successfully used solar heaters. Photovoltaic systems are a
cost-competitive altemati.e for small power demands that have largely been filled by small
generators and batteries. They are too expensive to meet large demands, however, given
current technology.

Supply

According to the NREA, local manufacturers can produce 4011 of the wind turbine
components used in Egypt, including rotor blades and turbines. Efforts are being made to
increase this capability. The Iron and Steel Company in Helwan manufactures towers and
turbines. and the Pon Tawfik Maritime Shipyard j ,., Suez manufacture the blades, but the
scale of the manufacturing is uncertain.
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Component parts used in solar heaters are quite simple, usually involving plastic
piping, pumps, gauges, storage containers, and other equipment for the circulation systems,
all of which are available in Egypt. There may, however, be a shortage of experienced
engineers to design such systems, as this technology has not been widely employed.

Numerous foreign companies would like to sell imported renewable energy systems in
Egypt.

Competition

According to the U.S. Depanment of Commerce report on wind energy, Danish
windmills are firmly established in the Egyptian market, accounting for 60% of installations
in 1990. Danish firms have had the advantage of a 530 million grant to develop wind
energy. The next largest supplier is the U.S., accounting for 30% of sales. Imports from
the U.S. have grown by 20% per year. In 1991, the local production of equipment
accounted for an estimated 52 million or 29" of the total market.

The suppliers of windmills to the Egyptian market include Bergey Windpower (U.S.),
US Windpower (U.S.), MAT (Denmark), RlSO (Denmark), Sabroe (Denmark), and Wincon
(Denmark).

Ownership

The GOE will probably undertake large-scale renewable energy development. The
private sector will require smaller applications. Most renewable energy suppliers are
privately owned.

Strategies and Costs of Entry

The costs of entry associated with wind energy systems tend to be high due to
economies of sc:aIe. It is more expensive to install 10 small wind turbines than one large
one. Thus, potential manufacturers must be prepared to cover the high start-up costs for the
manufacture of large systems. Customs duties in Egypt are 20" on windmills; a 10% sales
tax has also been imposed on windmills.

Because solar heating systems are built with easily manufactured componenl~, and can
bf: assembled in small and medium-sized manufacturing facilities, the cost of entry is

. ~!Iatively low. To enter the market for designing and installing solar heating systems, a firm
!\~~ exper,;enced professionals.
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The sophisticated technology and high precision required to manufacture equipment
for solar thermal electricity generation systems is very expensive.
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Mobile Source Air
Pollution Control

Emissions from vehicles contribute substantial air pollution in
Egypt, especially in Cairo. High air pollution levels have
been linked to incidences of several medical conditions. The
number of vehicles in Greater Cairo increased by 10% per
year from 1980 to 1990, and is projected to continue
increasing.

Legislation to stem mobile source air pollution is limited and not enforced. However,
given the enormity of Cairo's air pollution problem, some controls on vehicle emissions will
have to be required and enforced in the coming decade. The nature of such regulation is
uncenain at this time.

An increase in the price of fuel is probably the greatest single factor leading to
reduced vehicle hydrocarbon emissions. Higher fuel prices would give people an incentive to
drive less and use alternative transportation modes. In addition, drivers would be more
inclined to keep their vehicles tuned, so as to increase fuel economy, thereby decreasing
emissions.

Products and Services

The equipmen~ used to prevent vehicle air pollution includes vehicle tune-up
equipment, exhaust analyzers, and catalytic converters. Alternative fuels can also reduce
vehicle pollutant emissions.

On a municipal level, technical consulting services can be useful in determining
optimal traffic flows and modeling air quality.

Last, the construction of non-polluting public transportation systems such as light I'alls
is a costly endeavor, requiring specialized equipment and engineering services.

Clients

The initiation and enforcement of GOE standards for vehicle maintenance, or an
increase in fuel prices to encourage optimal engine maintenance will create a private sector
opportunity to provide vehicle tune-ups. Maintenance centers for commercial fleets (either
private or government-owned) are potential consumers for tune-up and analysis equipment.

If cleaner burning fuels are mandated, vehicle owners will become the most numerous
clients, but government vehicle fleets will also comprise a signifir.ant market for cleaner
fuels.
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In fact. such a mandate ma.y even be applied to government fleets first and individual vehicle
owners later.

The GOE will be the primary client for the construction of public transportation
systems; such 'systems may have donor funding. In the short to medium term, 1';owever,
buses will probably be a cheaper and mo~ attractive option.

Demand

Mobile :;ource air pollution equipment and services are not expected to develop into a
near-term market in Egypt. Over the long term, however, some of the market drivers
described below will arise.

Egypt has a total of about 2 million vehicles, half of them located in Cairo and Giza.
This fleet is composed of 1.26 million cars, 410,000 trucks, 330,000 motorcycles, and
33,000 buses. Vehicles tend to be old and are often poorly maintained.

The potential demand for mobile source air pollution control equipment and services
depends on the imposition of mandatory maintenance to ensure efficient combustion engines.
properly inflated tires. etc. Raising the price of fuel to create a concern for fuel efficiency
would have a similar effect. This would create a market for maintenance stations and
associated equipment such as engine tune-up devices and exhaust analyzers. In the distant
future, more stringent practices might be mandated such as instilling catalytic converters in
all new vehicles.
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It is also possible that the GOE will push for more use of cleaner-burning, alternative
fuels in conventional automobiles, thus creating a market for such fuels as ethanol.

The new GOE Environmental Action Plan calls for the phaseout of leaded gasoline by
1995. This will have implications for both car manufacturers and petroleum refining
companies, because it would increase demand for unleaded fuel. Such a phaseout would also
pave the way for GOE to begin promoting or mandating the use of catalytic converters,
which can only be used with unleaded fuel.

Supply

Sophisticated, computerized engine tune-up and exhaust analyzing equipment will not
be manufactured in Egypt until demand is large enough to allow economies of scale for local
manufacture. Given Egypt'S petroleum refining industry and the expertise associated with it,
the country will probably be able to supply its own alternative fuel production needs.

Egyptian oil companies will be able to supply unleaded gasoline to meet potential
future demand.

Non-polluting public transponation systems can be designed and constructed through
partnerships between Egyptian and foreign engineering firms. Foreign fmns will probably
supply equipment, such as train cars and switchboards.

Competition

Because the market for mobile source air pollution has yet to develop, there is
currently no significant source of competition.

Strategies and Costs of Entry

Companies seeking to enter this business first need to convince the GOE of the
benefits of addressing mobile source air pollution. Public awareness may be a precursor to
any significant GOE action.
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Information on
Market
Opportunities

WHAT IS NEEDED TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF mE OPPORTUNITIES

Many companies interviewed for this study do not kwow the
extent of Egypt's environmental problems and are thus
unaware of the business opportunities these problems present.
Private companies said they were generally unable to obtain
the results of the GOE's environmental testing and monitoring
programs for air and water pollution. Nor were they aware
of the direction of environmental actions that the GOE is

considering, particularly enforcement and expenditures for environmental improvements.
Without this type of information, it is difficult for Egyptian companies to do much more than
react to specific tender offers or bids. The ability to develop market and business plans and
to enter new lines of business is thus significantly stifled for these firms.

Most business information in Egypt is obtained through personal contacts, and some is
developed through membership in business organizations and associations. A business
associ"tion that pulls together companies offering environmental product~ and services could
serve a variety of functions, one of which would be to enhance the channels of information
on environmental business opportunities. The Environmental Awareness Committee of the
American Chamber of Commerce in Egypt is a good example of an organization that is
beginning to take action. This committee has initiated a paper recycling project and taken
steps to inform its membership about environmental problems.

Other business organizations, such as the Federation of Egyptian Industries, the Cairo
and Alexandria Chambers of Commerce, and the Alexandria Businessmen's Association,
could be requested to help increase the amount of information available to their members on
environmental problems and potential business opportunities. This could be done by
developing environmental business committees in each organization and an umbrella
environmental organization (or all the industry assoc:iations.

In addition, the GOE must in,.:rease information di:ssemination. The Environmental
Affairs Agency should be responsible for providing relevant information to the private sector.
If the agency wants to encourage the development of private environmental firms, it could
participate more actively in polic;es and programs that involve the private sector. Initially,
many of these programs would focus on information dissemination a.ld identification of
interested participants.

••
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Access to New
Technologies and
Approaches

Whlll is Needed

The Egyptian private sector lac.i\s. the technical capabilities to
address many of the country's envLonmental problems. This
is a constraint to the developmc:nt f,)f an environmental
business sector, particularly for air pollution control, waste
minimization, and industrial wastewater treatment.

Many solutions to environmental problems involve a
combination of scientific analysis and testing, design and engineered systems, equipment
procurement and installation, and ongoing operations and maintenance. Few private
companies in Egypt have all the capabilities to provide such an integrated solution, and few
have cooperated to combine their capabilities. Thus. environmental solutions provided by
these companies often will be inadequate.

Egypt'S large engineering indusLy is experienced in designing certain types of civil,
mechanical, and chemical solutions for environmental problems. particularly for water
purification. water treatment, and sewer construction. However, expertise is minimal in
many areas. Few engineers understand industrial waste minimization and materials recovery
programs. Engineers seldom include environmental critena in their initial building and
industrial designs.

Access to new technologies can be facilitated by organizing environmental business
conferences and workshops, establishing technology databases, setting up en'!ironmental
professional and trade associations, distributing buyers' guides, and Hnking foreign
technology suppliers with the Egyptian business community through catalo~ exhibits, and
trade and investment missions.

Participation of
Fore;gn
Environmental
Companies

Agents/distributors oC imported environmental equipment need
to know how to import the best and most suitable equipment.
The companies interviewed strongly agreed that highly
automated technologies are generally not sui~ble in Egypt,
panicularly when they require substantial operation and
maintenance.

Foreign equipment suppliers must adapt their products to meet
Egyptian specifications. Generally. this means offering technologies that are easy to maintain
and do not require expensive replacements or spare pans. Whe~e spare parts are required, a
mechanism to obtain them should be devell'ped when the equipment is sold. For example,
the operations of solid waste collection vehicles. and composting and incineration plants
suCCer Crom a lack oC spare p:UlS.

Foreign companies also need to consider how to lower the costs of their products and
servicei to make them affordable in Egypt. Options include local assembly and
manufacturing Cor certain technologies and use of manual sy:!:lems.
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Development of.
Operation and
Maintenance
Capabilities

What ;s Needed

Companies and individuals interviewed repeatedly pointed to
existing installations of industrial pollution control facilities
(chemical plants), solid waste disposal facilities (incinerators
and composting plants), and some water and wastewater
treatment plants (primary treatment plants in Cairo) that were
not operating due to the lack of employee motivation, spare
parts, or trained personnel. The GOE should encourage the
small but growing group of private companies providing

operation and maintenance services. The GOE also needs to support more private
management contracting for public infrastructure services similar to its efforts in municipal
solio. waste collection. Water and wastewater authorities should also consider contracting to
privCiLe ~ompanies for operation and maintenance services. The same could be done for air
pollUtion control technologies. Resistance from GOE personnel who may lose jobs and
suffer other consequences is likely to delay such changes, however.

I I
The private sector needs additional. education and training to

Training develop the specialization required to treat Egypt's air and
. water pollution problems. Little specialized expertise exists
---------~ in environmental consulting. Advanced training in chemical
and mechanical engineering is required. Environmental engineering training is also needed.

Financing for
Feasibility Studies
and Capital
Investments

As new business opportunities develop in the Egyptian
environmental market, prefeasibility and feasibility studies
will be needed. In some cases, financing for capital
investments will also be required. Feasibility studies cmd
business plans need to be prepared to obtain project financing.

Creation of
Market Demand

Feasibility studies will have to be done for several
environmental sectors described in this report before

companies will consider entering the business. Thf".5e sectors include environmental
consu!ting, the manufacture and design of industrial W·1Stewater systems, and new solid waste
recycling opportunities, such as paper or plastics.

According to the companies interviewed, market demand is
the most important factor to consider in deciding whether to
enter a new lin'e of envirol,mental business. Nearly every
company interviewed said that better enforcement of
environmental regulations would increase their business.
Other imponant market factors frequently mentioned include

market pricing of resources, such as water and energy, privatization of public sector
enterprises, and more public awueness.
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Privatization of
Industrial
Enterprises

What is Needed

Strong market demand is especially important for Egyptian companies considering
manufa':turing equipment for the environmental market. Because manufacturing usually
requires more up-front capital than investment in services, businesses and their bankers need
to be convinced that the demand will justify the initial investment. For this reason, mC/st
manufacturing of environmental products is in the hands of public sector manufacturing
facilities that have better access to GOE-eontrollcd markets, have too much capacity, or do
not need to justify their capital spending.

Most companies agreed that privatization would benefit
environmental businesses. First, the privatization of industrial
enterprises will facilitate government enforcement of
environmental rules and standards. Currently, it is difficult
for the GOE to enforce its own polluters. Second,
privatization will make enterprises more efficient and allow
faster economic growth. Third, privatization will allow the

GOE to procure more from the private sector.

Elimination of
Trade and Non
Trade Barriers

Several barriers that exist in Egypt's business community in
general also apply to its environmental business sector. High
import duties discourage the import of many pieces of
equipment important to the sector. High domestic taxes
discourage the private sector from expanding. Difficulty in
moving imported products through customs, especially spare

. pans, is 2. chronic barrier to doing business in Egypt.
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Environmental Problenls and Trends in Egypt

Egypt's population of 54 million people is almost entirely concentrated on a narrow
band on both sides of the Nile River, which comprises only 39' of Egypt's land area. High
population density, along with rapid growth of intensive agriculture, industrialization and
urbanization have given rise to several chronic environmental problems. With an annual
population growth rate of approximately 2.49', pressures on Egypt's base of natural
resources can only be expected to increase.

Rainfall in Egypt varies from 25 mm (.98 in) per year in arid regions along the Red
Sea to 200 mm (7.87 in) per year Alexandria, but is less than 50 mm (1.97 in) in most parts
of the country. The great majority of Egypt's population resides along the 1,000 lon-long
(620 mH-.:) Nile flood plain which seldom reaches more than 20 Jan (12.4 mile) in width.
The Nile River runs south to north, entering Egypt along the Sudanese border. The Nile
Delta begins to fan out just north of Cairo, where it is bounded by the Rosetta and Damietta
branches, which ultimately empty into the Mediterranean Sea. The Nile Valley and the Delta
contain vinually all of Egypt's agriculturally productive land. The construction of the
massive Aswan High Dam, which was completed in the south of Egypt in 1970, has allowed
Egypt to harness the potential energy and to stem the once pervasive seasonal flooding of the
Nile River. The resulting growth of the country has lead to an overwhelming dependence on
its flow.

Population Densities or Selected Metropolitan Areas in tbe World

• '0 .••.• ;.,., ••• ';.:••••:.

POPULA110N DENSI1T?

CITY per sq kin per sq mi

Cairo 42,000 108,808

Bangkok :! I,~78 SS,126

Mexico City 14,403 37,314

New York City 4,429 11,473

Hong Kong 95.344 247,004

Karachi 15.068 39,038
ioure..:
I) E,.."tlNfW"'''' ACtiD" PltI". Ciovel'lUllent of the Arab RepUblic of Egypt, 1992.
2) 1'"/;"';"",,, SIl"',,- 01 E"",ollllfl"'''' P,DbI,wu ill EKYPt, EQI, 1991.
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Few countries in the world are as dependent on a single source of fresh water as
Egypt is on the Nile River. Over 99 percent of Egypt's water stems directly from the Nile
or from aquifers fed by the Nile. Lack of govemment emphasis on protecting Egypt's water
resources along with significant and rapid industrial growth have lead to significant decreases
in Nile River water quality in the past few decades. Agricultutal runoff of chemicals and
minerals, industrial and municipal waste, and high silt concentrations have all contributed to
the abrupt change.

By international agreement, the Nile River provides 55.5 bil m'J/yr (1~.6 trillion
gal/yr) of water. Estimates are that the Nile could provide no more than another 8 bi! mJ/yr
(2.1 trillion gal/yr), which, according to projections, will be insufficient to meet future
demands (or water meeting minimum quality standards for agricultural, industrial, or
domestic use. For lack of other resources, increases in demand will need to be met by
tapping greater amounts of water from drains, which receive used, untreated water from
municipal. industrial, and agricultural sources. Relying on wastewater as a source for
agriculture and other uses forebodes any number of potential hazards. As a result, water
conservation and treatment will become crucial in the coming decade in order for Egypt to
maintain adequate water supplies.

Freshwater Resources for Selected Countries

Annual internal Annual WIlier now Annual Annual per capita
reDN'lIble vater contribution rrom consumption withdrawals

resourc:es other countries II pen:ealqe
or tolal vater

resources

cubic Ian trillion cubic 11m lrilliod pen:enlqe cubic m thous.
,1110lIl ,alloN ,allons

EnpC 1.8 .475 56.S 14.9 97 1,202 318

TunISI. 3.75 .990 .60 .159 S3 325 85.9

Denmark 11.0 2.90 2.0 .521 II 901 2JB

Mell'" 357 9.44 Dne DOC 15 219 76
.\'.....,Ie .n".hle

SaudI 2.20 .510 0.0 0.0 164 255 67
Anhta (iDel.

IeaWiter)

11I&a1and 110 29.0 6Q 11.2 II 59~ 158

US 2.480 65. DOC DOC 19 2.162 57.
.vall•.,le .vailable

Source: World Rao",~ 1992-I99J, WorlJ Raourcca InscilUle



Water Use by Sector
(billions m:lper year)
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Over the past 10 years, the Nile River has undergone a rapid decline in water quality,
with certain shon segments classed as violating safe drinking water source standards, both as
a result of excessive biological contamination such as fecal and total coliform bacteria as well
as toxic pollutants such as heavy metals. According to the World Health Organization,
90,000 recorded deaths a year can be traced to water-borne diseases in Egypt. Currently
90% of Egypt's effluent is untreated. Industries dump effluent at 20 monitored locations
along the Nile, and at some 80 unmonitored locations on irrigation and drainage canals.
Most Egyptian villages have no wastewater treatment and collection systems. Agricultural
drains discharge an estimated 3.2 million m:J/yr (845 million galJyr) containing pesticides,
fertilizer. and raw domestic sewage from some 5,000 rural municipalities.

~ Population With Access to Sare Drinking Water and Sanitation 1988

,. Population with ~ Population with
Access to Sare Access to Sanitation

DrinkinC Water Senices

Urban Rural Urban Rural

Egypt 96 82 100 34

Tunisia 100 31 71 IS

Thailand 67 76 84 not
available

Saudi 100 74 84 X
Arabia

Mexico 79 49 100 12

Denmark 100 100 100 100

Source: World R'''U'''I'''''' /991·/99J. Wurld Resoun:a Instirute

Egypt'5 freshwater lakes in the Della region, the source of SOl, to 601, of the
country's total fish catch have al50 been affected by uncontrolled effluent discharging. The
water quality of two of the five largesl lakes In the Della region. Lake Manzala and Lake
Maryut. has dramatically declined. In the former, fish yields have declined by 90" over the
past 10 years. while in the la".er, the problem is 50 extreme that the lake has essentially been
convened to a wastewater oxidation pond.

Egypt has among the most fertilizer and pesticide-intensive crop cultivation in the
world. laraely due to government fertilizer subsidies. which are now being eliminated.
Average annual application of fertilizer is 384 kglha (.ISS metric tonslacre), compared with
22 ka/ha (.0089 metric tonslacre) in Tunisia, and 95 kg/ha (.0384 metric tonslacre) in the
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United States. Pesticide use is equally intensive. The average annual application of
pesticides in Egypt in the years 1982-1984 was 7.57 metric tons/ha (3.06 metric tons/acre),
compared with .283 metric· tonslha (.115 metric tons per acre) in Tunisia and 1.97 metric
tons/ha (.797 metric tons/acre) in the United States. Heavy use of pesticides and fertilizers
have led to high concentrations of residues in agricultural runoff waters, rendering them
unsuitable for re-use. Nonetheless, projections show that without drastic water conservation
measures, drainage waters will be increasingly relied upon for agricultural, dom~tic and
commercial use.

Over the last 40 years, air pollution has become a serious problem in Egypt. Air
quality has decreased rapidly in Ca~ro and Alexandria as a result of industrialization, and an
increase in the number of motor vehicles, large industries, workshops and small industries,
and thermal power stations. Dust plu.iles and smoke haze are common phenomena in
industrial enclaves just outside Cairo, such as Helwan and Shoubra El-Kheima. High
concentrations of particulate matter found in Cairo, emanating from natural sources such as
desen dust and from industries such as cement plants, mix with CO, NOa , He, and heavy
metal emissions, producing noxious air.

High air pollution levels 2.re having adverse effects on human health, soil, water,
agricultural crops, buildings, and livestock. Pollution levels in Cairo city center often
surpass World Health Organization guidelines. Total suspended particulates are 10 times
international standards, hydrocarbon levels almost three times these standards, and sulfur
dioxide levels five timcs international levels. Health effects are already readily apparent. In
Helwan, 29~ of school children surveyed were found to have lung diseases, compared to
911 in rural areas. The cement indusU'y is by far the greatest contributor to airborne dust in
the greater Cairo area, accounting for over 9311 of all man-made particulate matter,
according to one study.

About half of Egypt's boundaries, 2,000 km 0,240 mi), are comprised of coastline
along the Mediterranean and the Red Sea, which provide Egypt with valuable resources such
as fish, oil, spongcs, coral reefs, and minerals. Major threats to environmental quality stem
from oil exploration, production, and uansponation by tankers in the Red Sea Region, as
well as urbanization, industrialization, and tourism development in Egypt's coastal zones.

The most polluted areas around Alexandria are along the Mediterranean coast.
Draina&e water carrying agricultural runoff and municipal and industrial discharges is fed
inlO the Mediterranean. A major receiving body of industrial waste is the Abu Qir drain,
which dischargcs into the Abu Qir Bay. West of the city, the EI Mex region is fed
continuous dischargcs of industrial wastes from chemical industries, a chlorine alkali plant
and the Alexandria Petroleum Company. In addition, heavily poJJuted water from Lake
Maryut is pumped into the area along with the expulsions of the Umum drain, which carries
drainage waters mixed with pesticides and fertilizers.
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Summary of Air PoUution Concentrations (1987-1989)
(in pllm3)

Cairo Residential Industrial International Egyptian
Center Areas Areas Standard Standard

TSP AVE 700 590-600 600-840 50-70 -
MAX - 900 1200-1800 120-150 60

He AVE 140 70-130 60-150 50 -
MAX 250 140 760 - 150

SOz AVE 260 100 lOS-15S 50-80 -
MAX - N/A 2430 125-150 200

NOz AVE 200 100 90-140 95 -
MAX - 160 200 150 200

Lead AVE(3h) - 2.8-12.5 - 1.5 -

Ozone MAX 275 410 196-350 150-235 -

Source: E,ni1'OMllllltIl Acrio,. "lan. Government of the Arab Republic of Eeypt. 1992
AVE • ADDuai Aven,e Value He • Airborne Hydrocarboas
MAX • 24 Hour Muimum Value TSP • TOIaI Suspended Particulates
• • indic:alel lballbese llandards were either not used or nOl available

The principal threats to the Red Sea are posed by oil exploration. drilling and
shipping. untreated coaslaJ town se""'age discharge, and tourism-related impacts such as
increased liquid and solid wastes, Sources of oil pollution include the oil pan at Eilat, the
SUMED pipelines at Ain Sukhna equipped with docking facilities and supertankers, the Sinai
oil fields near Abu Rudeis and EJ Tur. and the off·shore Gulf of Suez wells. Offshore oil
drilling, aanken and pipelines have already affected many areas along the Egyptian coast
from Suez to Hurghada. Slicks and residues show up on beaches, coral reefs, and nearby
islands. There are also indications that oil residues have been responsible for reducing
mangrove populations along the Gulf of Aqaba and Ras Mohammed. Dumping untreated
sewerage in coastal towns can be lethal to nearby coral reefs because of their ecologically
sensitive nature.

Improperly planned coaslaJ development leads to detrimental trash and raw sewage
disposal; poorly managed boating and fishing activities. also have deleterious effects on the
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natural resources of coastal areas. Finally, the construction and continued dredging of the
Suez canal also contributes to the environmental degradation of Egypt's coastal zones by
creating turbid waters and soil displacement, which upset natural ecosystems.

Egypt's rapid growth has outstripped its ability to dispose of its solid waste
adequately. Currently, composting plants and sanitary landfills in the Greater Cairo Urban
Area have a combined maximum capacity of 1,200 tons/day, only 22% of the 5,300 tons/day
generated. In addition, most existing composting plants characteristically operate at far less
than capacity. Indiscrlmi="ate dumping on city outskirts, in drainage canals, and ;::,t other
inapVI'opriate spot.) is common. The first sanitary landfill was opened in Cairo in 1986.
Abilut 6&% of solid waste is collected in Cairo, while that number decreases to 15% in
sm:!lIer municipalities. Collection tends to be more complete in wealthier areas due to the
·'-':..ste generator's ability to pay for disposal, and the higher value of the generated waste.
Resulting problems include higher incidences of infectious diseases such as hepatitis and
dysentery.

An estimated 13,000 tons of hazardous hospital waste and 50,000 tons of industrial
solid hazardous waste are generated in Cairo each year. The latter number is expected to
increase manyfold as programs are initiated to reduce air and water emissions, and as
industries are no longer able to dispose of waste in drainage canals and the air.
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Business Climate in Egypt

Historically Egypt's enormous pUblic sector has dermed most aspects of doing
business in Egypt. Beginning in 1930, Egypt launched an aggressive industrialization
program, in which import controls and tariffs were the primary protectionist policy
instruments. In 1961, the Nasser government began a program marked by massive public
investments. The components of this policy included public ownership of industry, a public
monopoly on foreign trade, administered prices, and a rigid program of wage and
employment guidelines and controls. In 1970 President Anwar Sadat initiated an economic
program to gradually reduce the size of the public sector and to liberalize trade.

The current Presider.t Hosni Mubarek has continued this policy by encouraging the
growth of the private sector and supporting further trade, investment, and economic policy
reforms. The government is now emphasizing decontrolled prices, and reduction and
possible elimination of subsidies. Despite a push toward privatit.ation, Eg):,t's public sector
of nearly 400 industries accounted for about 1Ci9{, of all industrial production in 1991. The
number of primary private sector industries is estimated at approximately 730, accounting for
25 % of industrial production.

The United Scates is Egypt's largest trading partner, accounting for 26% of total
imports in 1990. Major U.S. exports to Egypt include agricultural commodities,
telecommunications and tr.u1sponation equipment, production machinery, and goods
associated with the USAID program. In 1990, non-oi) U.S. direct investment in Egypt was
$308 milJion, and $ J.718 billion including investments in oil. With 50 million consumers,
Egypt boasts the largest single domestic market in the Middle East by population. To
potential investors the country also offers the advantages of low labor costs, a skilled and
semi-skilled workforce of aJmost 14 million. and many highly educated engineers, scientists,
and managers.

In recent years the Egyptian economy has been marked by sluggish growth, inflation,
growing unemployment and underemployment. and foreign exchange shortages. The effect
of the Persian Qulf war on Egypt's economy was mixed. While indicators show that the
economy was adversely effected. Egypt received over SI3 billion as a result of the war in the
form of assistance, military and other debt relief from the U.S. and Arab creditors. In 1990
and early J99J the GOE took important steps to implement a new reform strategy under the
auspices of the World Bank and the IMF. which addresses macroeconomic imbalances and
reorients the economy toward free market forces. The new policy addresses inflationary
fiscal and monetary policies and allows interest rates and exchange rates to respond to market
forces.
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Key Economic Indicators

DOMESTIC ECONOMY FYS1188 Was/S' FYS9I90 FV90/'1

Population (millions) (Jrowth rate 2.7-3 ~) 52.7 54.1 56

GOP (lE billion. cunent prices) 58.7 77.6 84.0

GOP/Capi~ (LE. current prices) 1180 1511 1588

UrbaD consumer price indea (percent) (period) 19 17 21.2

Commercial bank cxchaDKC rate (LEI'USD) 1.50 2.21 2.61

BALANCE OF PAVMENTS IS milliON)

Trade balance -tW -lli§ -~
Exports (f.o.b) 3274 2737 3206

Imports (c.i.f) -9841 -10294 -10773

Servica ballDCC .b!l .1.Z2§ Jill
Receipts 4575 5058 5580
Payments -2634 -3298 -4050

Tnnsfen !QU ~ 4824

Current accounl balance -~ -1553 -.J1Jj

To~1 ntemal debe 43.1 45.7

U.S. lid to Eaypt (US FY. S milliou. obli,ltioos) Zill ~ 2ill
U.S. trade with El)'pl (calendar year, S millions)

Exports to E,ypt 2340 2610 2249

Imports (rom ElYpI 222 227 396

U.S. direcl mv.tlDeDt ia Eaypl (aid-year 51oCk) rw J1U Jl1I
Reven.. l.IJ.lJ ~ Zllii ill1i
Expeaditures ~ ~ W.Q§ ill,g
Deficit fW 1m mg 1m
Net Deficit til m ~ 3m

In 1991, Egypllook a major slep lowards stabilizing irs economy by introducing a
free exchange rale system 10 replace the previous controlled exchange rales. Interest rates
were freed in the domest;c banking s)'stcm, and a ""'eekJy auction of treasury bills was
instiluted thai ,eneralcs revenues 10 finance the budget deficit. Also, as of July 1990
individuals and comparaies of all nationahues are allowed 10 hold foreign currency accounrs.
Since the new regulations, foreign exchange availabilily has markedly improved, and the
baking system is significantly more liquid.

Egypt has been striving to meet IMF criteria for a credit line. In May 1991, the IMF
approved a stand-by loan status 10 Egypt which granrs phased loan disbursements. To meet
these, the GOE must reduce irs budgel deficit and subsidies such as those on energy and
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pesticides, among other conditions. Such an agreement will be a crucial step toward
increasing investment in Egypt, as it signals to investment communities Egypt's sound
financial and macro economic policies. In trying to meet IMF demands, Egypt has had to
place stringent temporary economic conditions which include high interest rates, less
availability of credit to combat inflation, and shortage of liquidity.

TIle GOE has enacted two new laws that directly affect business activities in Egypt,
Law 230 and Law 203. Intended to improve the country's investment climate, Law 230 was
enacted two years ago to take the place of its predecessor La>,v 43 (1974). Law 230 permits
free transfer and investment of foreign currency in Egypt, provides up to 15 years of tax
exemption (for investment in new industrial cities), and eliminates restrictions on foreign
ownership of land, profit restrictions, and price controls. Under Law 230, foreign capital
investment ventures do not require Egyptian participation when they fall into the "Free
Zone." Law 230 has also simplified the approval process so that applications for investment
ventures are submitted from relevant agencies for approval to the Authority's board within 20
days.

A new public sector business law, Law 203, which took effect July 20, 1991,
removes legal barriers to the sale of public sector companies by allowing for more
independent management. Law 203 functions as a precursor to a law that will eventually
make private and public industries subject to the same law. Companies previously operating
under the old public sector law (Law 97) wilJ be reorganized under newly created holding
companies, each overseen by an independent board of directors. These holding companies
have the authority to sell up to 100% of their existing shares to the private sector. If
government holdings of a holding company drop below 51 %, the company falls under the
jurisdiction of the Corporations Law 159, which allows market forces to rule and subjects
companies to only minimal government intervention. Undp,r Corporation Law 159, changes
in company objectives and activities are accomplished by holding an extraordinary general
assembly meeting attended by representatives of the Corporations Authority, whose role is
only to monitor the meeting.

Often public sector companies and government agencies will purchase equipment and
other commodities by issuing international government tenders. By law, foreign firms are
obligated to submit their bids through an Egyptian agent. For sales to private sector
companies, no agent is required. When doing business with the military and petroleum
sectors. foreign firms may bid directly. Firms bidding on projects financed by USAID are
also not obligated to use an agent.
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Regulatory Framework

Sin~ 1946, eight laws have been passe;: pertaining to water quality and wastewater
discharges. Most of them have replaced previous laws. Currently, Law No. 93 of 1962 and
Law No. 48 of 1982 and their supplemental implementation decrees form the standing
regulatory framework for wastewater discharges, water quality, and management.

History or Egyptian Laws Concerning Water aDd Wastewater Quality

La" Year ~nd Number Subject or Law -
1946 • Law N'1. 35 wastewater discharge from p~illic and industrial source~ into

public sewers -
1950 • Law No. 46 wastewater discharge and sewage from buildings into public

sewers

1953 • Law No. 196 wastewater discharge from public, commercial and industrial
sources into watercourses

-
1954 " law No. 645 ratification of Law No. 46 of 1950

1962 • Law No. 93 wastewater discharge and disposal

1967· Law No. 38 public hygiene

1971 .. Law No. 74 irrigation and draitlC'.ge

1978· Law No. 57 treatment of ponds and marshes_.- -'.
1982 • Law No. 48 protection of the Nile River and waterways frorr. :.••llu:km.. ........._.---

\ {983· Decree No.8 implementary regulations for Law No. 48 of ~?\~. ~,__.__ .~I

1983 • Law No. 24 Regulation of fertilizers and pesucides, prote::Lion of r,,::dn..: life

~-
and regulation of fisheries -- .

1984 • Law No. 12 regulation ;of discharge of wastewater and rc~~ of drainage'

I1987· Law No. 27

water --
regulation of choice and use of wa~er snurces

: -

;. ~
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Law 93 and its subsequent resolutions address a variety of water and sewerage related
issues and applies to all general kinds of water bodies. According to the law, emitters of
wastewater must obtain licenses which ·should indicate the standards and specifications of
such wastewater.· Samples from sewerage treatment plants should be periodically analyzed.
The law also gives standards for wastewater discharged into public sewers according to eight
criteria (temperature, pH, settleable solids, granular S""lids, hydrogen sulphide, fats,
poisonous substances, and sublimating gases susceptible to ignition). Receiving bodies are
divided into three types: the Nile and its branches, drains, and seas and lakes. Wastewater
is divided into two categories: public, commercial or industrial, and sewerage wastewater.
Short lists of standards are then defined for each type of discharge into each of the three
kinds of receiving bodies. In the case of discharge into seas and lakes, the law is very non
specific, forbidrfing discharges only when marine life is -harmfully affect(ed).·

Law 48, -Regarding the Protection of the River Nile and Waterways from Pollution",
and its Decree No.8, defines targeted water bodies and discharge types much more
specifically for a long list of site types, discharges, and conditions. Water bodies falling
under the jurisdiction of this law include fresh surface waters, brackish surfac: waters, and
groundwater reservoirs. Of particular interest are conditions under which pennjts and
licenses must be obtained. The law mandates that the Ministry of Public Works and Water
Resources (formerly the Ministry of Irrigation) be responsible for issuing licenses, collecting
fees from polluters, and managing discharge monitoring. The Ministry of Health is
responsible for the actual monitoring and is to test and analyze each licensed discharger
every three months. It is then the responsibility of the Ministry of Irrigation to cancel the
discharging permit if the discharger has been found to violate standards. The law is quite
specific, defining standards for over 30 parameters for some water and effluent
classifications, including u variety of organic and inorganic chemicals. Finally, Law 48 also
establishes a fund for the collection of l.Viffs and fines, which is to be used to facilitate
enforcement.

While few laws address only air pollution control, 25 laws and decrees within several
ministries contain sections on the subject. Penalties and enforcement procedures often
overlap among agencies and tend to be poorly defined. The Government of Egypt has
.defined ambient air quality standards for a sizable list of gaseous and particulate components,
but standards tend to be inconsistent ",,'jth international air quality standards, with some
standards being much higher and others much lower. A clean air law is coming before the
Egyptian Parliament this y~ which would unify eJdsting regulations.

'-'
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Air Pollution Laws

Appendix C

-,

LEVEL OF LEGISLATION AND DATE INTENDED FUNCTION OF
LEGISl.ATION

Presidential Decree No. 64/19~9 Establishes committee for air poliJtion
control

Ministry of Health Decree 470/1971 Max. limits for air pol!utants

Ministry of Health Decree 240/1979 Add level max. for SO: in ambient air

Law 10611967 Regulates building activities

Ministry of Housing Decree 380/1975 Specifications for industrial and commercial
buildings

Ministry of Housing Decree 126/1958 Specifications for plant oil processing

Ministry of Housing Decree 5811972 Animal farms

Ministry of Housing Decree 994/1959 Rubber work places

Ministry of Housing Decree 63/1972 Paper and paper pulp workplaces

Ministry of Housing Decree 6511972 Metal welding

Law 371/1956 Public shops- ,

Law 37211956 Recreational places

Law 311982 Urban planning

Law 148/1959 Civil defense

Ministry of Housing 600/1982 Implementation of Law 3/1982

Law 66/1973 Traffic

Ministry of Interior 291/1974 Implementation of Law 6fJ/1973

Law 137/1981 Labor- --
Ministry of Manpower 55/1983 Saf~ty and Health in the Workplace

Law 27/1981 Mines and quarries

Ministry of Soc. Affairs 193/1959 Occupalional safety in mines and quarries

Law 52,11981 Protection igainst smoking

Mi~istry of Health Decree 1/1982 Implementation of Law 52/1981_.,
Ministry2,f Health Decree 444/1972 Use of ionizing radiation --
Minislry o( Industry 380/1982 Technology of pollution

i '
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Law No. 38 of 1967 and its amendment by Law No. 31 of 1976 regulate the
collection and disposal of municipal solid waste. In towns, the jurisdiction of the law is at
the discretion of the respective governor. The law mandates that waste may be disposed only
in areas designated by local government councils. The local council regulates the collection
process by issuing licenses.

L~w 3 of 1982 on urban planning, sets land use criteria, some of which pertain to
industrial areas. This law is implemented by the Ministry of Reconstruction, Housing and
Development, which is also responsible for implementing Law 38 of 1967 on Public
Cleanliness through Decree 134 of 1968. The decree classifies solid waste as domestic,
commercial, or industrial, and gives specifications for the containers to be used, modes of
transportation, frequency of collection, treatment method, and site selection.

Law 62 of 1947 on rural hygiene also has several clauses on solid waste covering
dumping into ponds and marshes, and removing solid refuse and animal waste. In addition,
Presidential Decree 284 of 1983 established the Cairo Giza Cleansing and Beautification
Authorities to colicct and dispose of municipal refuse. It covers the construction and
operation of composting plants.

No regulatory legislation is currently on the booles for industrial and hazardous waste,
but laws covering for the transpon, handling, and storage of chemicals do apply. Also, if
the disposal of the hazardous waste were 10 affecl water quality, it would fall under the
jurisdiction of law No. 48 of 1982. Finally, no laws exisr' to reg\date hospital and laboratory
wasle.

In the organizational structure of environmental legislation in Egypt, many ministries
and agencies hold some jurisdiction over water and air quality and solid waste. The
following table shows GOE bodies and their corresponding responsibilities.
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Responsible Slate Body Leaall, Mandated RtspodSibilities

Egyptian Environmenlal Coordinating body for various Ministries and Agencies responsible for
Affairs Agency (EEAA) environmenlal matters

Ministry o( Health - Center Under Law No. 48, responsible for monitoring potable water and (or
(or Environmental and pollution which affects public health, including point source effluent and
Occupational Health receiving water bodies

Ministry o( Rcccostnaction, Responsible for implementing Law No. 38 of 1967 through Decree No.
New Communities, 134 of 1968 which classifies types of waste and modes of lraDSpOrtation,
Housing and Utilities lypes of collection contziners, dumping sites, and methods of waste

treatment; and by Law No. 57 of 1978, the Ministry is also responsible
for the treatment of ponds and marshes. Within the Ministry, a number
of organizations are responsible for regulating spec:ific areas of
environmenwl health, such as the Organization for New Settlements, the
Organization for Pbysical Planning. and the National Organization for
Potable Water and Sanitary Drainage (NOPWASD),

National Orlanization for Under the Ministry of Rcccnstruction, New Communities, Housing and
Potable Water and Sanitary Utilities, NOPWASD (an organization of over 2.500 engineers, although
Drainage (NOPWASD) very few of them have been trained in the environmental sciences) assists

in the implclMIltation its laws, but only in specific areas ofjurisdi~tion.

Ministry of Industry Controls mosl of the seriously polluting parutatal beavy industries.
To,ether, industry 1l'.A'mbers make up the General Organization for
Industrialization (GOFf) under the Ministry of Industry.. It bas an
EnvironlMlltal Control Division whicb employs over 100 professional
~,ineers and tcc:hnicians. who serve. rather than reaul~t4 the GOFI
members.

Minislry of the Interior Maintains the Waterways Police Force. which is responsible for
protecting the Nllc, 115 waterway!>, lakes. and coastal zones from pollution
under LAw No.•8. Also heads the Traffic Police Force which is to
control air roUuhon from vehicle emissions and noise pollution.

Mlnlslry of Public Works Pnmary t-lIJy resronslhle for Imgllion and water resource manaaement
and Water Raourea under LAw No. 48. II hL~ ~ elteftSlVe water research and water quality

IIIOftIlonnr prurram. hut clearly foc:u.~ its erforts 10 support irrieation
users. nol coft~mct5 of produce ,town usine irrigation waler.

ManislS')' of A,riculture &lid formulates .gncultural polu:y,includina fertilizer and pesticide subsidies
Land Reclamation wblch were ahSillved In 1991 and 1992 retpeCtively. The Ministry has

under It several reliarcb centers and institules, and it monitors pesticide
contanulliltlOO of waler IUppliea.
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RespolWDle State Body 14a1ly Mandated Responsibilities

Ministry of Petroleum The Ministry of Petroleum bas major responsibility for petroleum
exploration, production and processill,. It appears to be lltrongly
influenced by the environmental awareness of foreign oil companies and
has made major efforts to prevent oil related poUution.
The Ministry also participates ill determinin, enel'lY pricillg policy.

Cairo and Giza Cleansin, In Cairo and Giza, responsible for direct municipal sanitation activities
and Beautification dealiD, with solid waste. Regulates and supervises private service
Authorities (CeBA and delivery UTID,ements and responsible for enforcement of all codes
C;CBA) dalin, with litterln' and waste disposal practices.

Ministry of Tourism The Ministry of Tourism, through its Tourism Development Unit (TDU)
;,s responsible for most of the GDE efforts to earn foreip exchange
throu,b tourism. The TDU is increasiD,ly pressiDe for moderatioD ill
coastal developments, sucb IS petroleum production, that reduce tourism
demand. It is also concerned with the ne,.tive environmental effects of
the lar,e water and sewage requirements of tourists.

The Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency was created by prime ministerial decree
in 1982 to fulfill three tasks: coordinate efforts of the various ministries and agencies on
environmental matters, prepare environmental legislation, and follow up on the
implementation of environmental laws. Administered by the Ministry of Cabinet Affairs, the
agency panicipates in several national, regional, and international activities, but often finds
its technical, institutional and financial capabilities overtaxed. Thus far, the agency has no
regulatory or enforcement authority.

The EEAA receives an average annual budget of about LE 6.S million/yr (USS 2.0
million) but is entitled to SOli of the tax levied on air and seafare tickets under a special
fund for environment and tourism, in addition to receiving some external donor funds
(bilateral and intemational cooperation). In its last Five Year Development Plan (1987
1992), taking aJi forms of income into account, the EEAA had a total budget of LE 118
rr.]lion CUSS3S.6 million). In 1991 the agency underwent reorganization to increase its
responsiveness. As pan of the effort to coordinate other aJlency and ministry activities
relating to the environment on a regional basis, an Ofiice for Environmental Affairs has been
established in each governorate. In May 1992. the Egyptian Government released its
environmental action plan which seeks to strengthen environmental management in Egypt by
introducing new leaislation and initiating substantial investments in the environment.

Most of the current regulatory process is based on poUution discharge sanctions, or
the ·polluter pays· principle. Point polluters are held responsible for keeping pollution
discharges below some standard, generally referenced to an international pollution standard,
which may be unrealistic for Egyptian industries at present.
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Resources

E&yptian Ministries aDd Government Agencies

Ministry of Industry
2 America El Latinia St., Garden City, Cairo
phone 3543600/3557034/3554826
fax 3548362

Ministry of Electricity and Energy
Extension of Ramses St., Cairo
phone ~61629912616514/2616317

fax 2616302

Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency
II Abul Feda Street, zamaJek
phone 3417152/3401963
fax 3401963

Ministry of Reconstruction and New Communities
I Ismail Abaza St.
p lone 35570I3/3557978
fax 3557836

Ministry of Scientific Research
101 Kasr el-Aini St.
Bab El-l..ouk
phone 3545205/3547642
fax 3545250

Ministry of Transport
104 Kasr el-Aini St.
phone J5555~67/68

Ministry of Tourism
Miisr Tower
Abbasia Sq.
phone 282843018439
f"J( 2829771
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Ministry of Irrigation and Water Resources
El Sheikh Rihan St., Cairo
phone 3545884
fax 3558008

Public Sector Authority for Foreign Trade
17 Abdel Salam Aref St., Cairo
phone 3938756/3938359
fax 3922525

Egyptian General Petroleum Corp. (EGPC)
Palestine St., 4th Sector, New Maadi, Cairo
phone 3531441, 3531438, 3531439

Egyptian General Organization for Sewerage Projects
25 EI Gohainy St., DokJci, Cairo
phone 3497506

Egyptian General Organization for Coast Protection
P.O. Box Shobra EJ Kheima, Cairo
phone 2203406
fax 2204991

New and Renewable Energy Authority
Extension of Ramses St., Abbassia, Cairo
phone 2602480

Public Sector Authority for Power Distribution
4 Moussa Ebn Nosseir St., Nasr City, Cairo
phone 6I1206
(ax 2602543

General Authority for Investment and Free Zones
8 Adly St.
Downtown
phone 390679~6804/1017

(ax 3907315

General Authority for Expon and Impon Controls
1 Ramses St.
Atlas Building
phone 742830, 750749
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General Organization for International Exhibitions and Fairs
Nasr City
phone 2607810/19/34
fax 2607845

General Organization for Industrialization
6 Khalil Agha St.
Garden City
phone 3540677/819

Foreign Chambers or Commerce

American Chamber of Commerce in Egypt
Marriot Hotel, Suite 1541
zamalekphone 3408888, ext. 1541
French Commercial Section
10 E1-Aziz Osman St.
lamalek
phone 3415701/5702
fax 3414955

German-Arab Chamber of Commerce in Egypt
2 Sherif Pasha Sl.
Downtown
phone 39317541769237

Italian-Arab Chamber of Commerce in Egypt
33 Abdel Khalek Sarwat St.
Downtown
phone 3922275
fax 3912503

Japanese-Foreign Trade Organization
S6 Oameat el-Dowal
el-Arabia St.
Mohandiseen
phone 3409942
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ElYptian Business Ol'2anizatioDS

The Federation of Egyptian Industries
26 A Sherif St.
Immobilia Bldg.• Cairo
phone 3928319
fax 3928075

Federation of Egyptian Chambers of Commerce
4 Midan EI Falaky, Cairo
phone 3558261

Cairo Chamber of Commerce
4 Midan EI FaJaky, Cairo
phone 3548491/3924025
fax 3541132

Alexandria Chamber of Commerce
31 Chamber of Commerce St., Alexandria
phone 4834157/4820812
fax 808993

Alexandria Businessmen's Association
18 Avenue EJ Horreya, Alexandria
phone 483690214834210
fax 4829576

Chamber of Engineering Industries
13 Sherif Street, Cairo
phone 3938904
fax 3921238

U.S. Government Resources in EC"pt

U.S. and Foreign Commercial Se~"lce

3 Lazoughly St.
Garden City, Cairo
Mailina Address:
American Embassy
Unit 64900. Bol II
APO AE 09839·4900
phone 3572255/3572330
(u 3558368
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USAID Business Development Programs

International Executive Services Corps (lESC)
clo Nile Hilton Center - Suite 22
Corniche EI Nil
Cairo
phone 776771/779164
fax 760874

Private Sector Feasibility Studies
Nile Tower Building
Floor 16
21 Giza Street
P.O. Box 265 Orman
Giza, Egypt
phone 627006
fax 623120

U.S. Investment Promotion Office
21 Giza Street, Nile Tower Bldg.
Giza, Egypt
phone 627006, 623120
fax 623120

Commodity Import Program
Small Business Office
Agency for International Development
Washington, D.C. 20523
phone (703) 235·1720

Resources in Washineton

AID's Consultant Registry Information System (ACRIS)
Office of Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization
Agency for International Development
Washington, D.C. 20523-1414
phone (703) 875·1551
fax (703) 875·1862
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u.s. and Foreign Commercial Service Office - Egypt Desk Office
U.S. Department of Commerce
International Trade Association
Room 2039
Washington, D.C. 20230
phone (202) 337-4941

Office of Energy, Environment and Infrastructure
U.S. Department of Commerce
Room 3832
Washington, D.C. 20230
phone (202) 377-5225
fax (202) 377-3954

Office of Finance and Contracts
U.S. Depanment of Commerce
Room 3832
Washington, D.C. 20230
phone (202) 377-3277
fax (202) 377-5702

Committee on Renewable Energy Commerce and Trade
Department of Energy
Office of Conservation and Renewables
1000 Independence Avenue
Washington. D.C. 20585
phone (202) 586-5517
fax (202) 586-1605

Environmental Technology Clearinghouse
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
40I M Street SW
Washington. D.C. 20460
phone (202) 260-2087
fax (202) 260-4470

Expon Finance Group
Expon Impon Bank
Office ror Arri", and the Middle WI
811 Vermont Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20571
phone (202) 566-8011
rax (202) 566-7S24
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Investment Development Department
Overseas Private Investment Corporation
Infonnation Ofiicer
1100 New York Ave NW
Washington. D.C. 20527
phone (202) 336-8636
fax (202) 408-5155

Office of International Trade
Small Business Administration
409 3rd Street, SW
Washington, D.C. 20416
phone (202) 205-6720
(ax (202) 205·7272
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Report Methodology

The basic methodology used to compile this report includes a combination of desk,
field, and survey research and report synthesis and analysis.

The desk~h consisted of obtaining information on the private sector in Egypt,
U.S.lEgyptian investment and trade relations, existing environmental projects, primarily
those supponed by USAID and World Bank, and information on environmelltal regulations
and relevant institutions in Egypt. A list of contacts in relevant organization" was developed.

The main objective g.1iding the field research was to conduct interviews with as broad
a mix of organizations as possible. Interviews were conducted with Government of Egypt
officials, industry associations, Egyptian private companies, joint venture Egyptian/American
companies, govemment-owncd research institutions and laboratories, USAID contractors,
USAID officials, U.S. Foreign and Commercial Service, and chambers of commerce. At
each meeting similar question.s were posed regarding a discussion of Egypt's environmental
problems, the current regulations and enforcement, general market information on size,
market forces, market opponunities, and market barriers. A great deal of information,
much of it anecdotaJ and subjective and some of it quantitative, was received. In addition, d

lisr of approximately 100 companies (both private and public-owned) that are currently
operating in the environmental business sector was developed.

Two-thirds of the 100 environmental companies identified were intervieWed. Each
company was asked to complete a survey research questionnaire about the company's specific
type of environmental business, company history and size, marketing strategies, technologies,
perception of new business opportunities, and opinions on the likelihood of increased
regulation and enforcement and its effect on business. Companies also answered questions
describing their specific needs, such as increased technology transfer, financing, or credits.

A direct mail survey was also sent to a group of industrial companies identified by the
Federation of Egyptian Industries (FEI). A total of 106 companies responded. The results
of the survey were tabulated and translated inlo English.
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People Inierviewed

Government of E&JptlPublic Sector

Dr. Tarek Genena
International Cooperation Unit
Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency

Hans Hessel-Andersen
Environmental Attache
Royal Danish Embassy

Samir EI-Sadek
Chief Advisor
Ministry of Tourismrrourism Development Unit

Dr. Mohie Hussein
Deputy Chairman
Office of Energy Planning

Director
Division of Inter and Intr.. City Buses
Ministry of Transportatinr.

Dr. M Kassas
Prof. A.S. EI Nachrashi
Academy cf Scientific Research and Technology

Dr. Fatma A. EJ'Gohary
Research Professor
National Research Center

Dr. Adel S. Abdel-Khalik
Rector and Professor of Mining Engineering

Dr. Ahmed Amin Abdel·Magid
Associate Professor, Executive Director, Energy Conservation Project
Tabbin Institute for Metallurgical Studies
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Dr. Samer E1 Haw
Executive Director
Energy Conservation and Efficiency Project
Development Research and Technological Planning Center, Cairo University
Dr. Mohamed Elkotb
Professor, Depanment of Engineering
Cairo University

Private Companies

Eng. M. Fattah
General Manager
Egyptian Compan)' for Importing, Contracting and Trade (EGICAT) (equipment importers)

H.F. Sabbour
Chairman
Sabbour Associates (engineering and design)

M. Maher El-Sadek
Consulting Engineer
Sabbour AssociQtes (engineering and design)

M. Nabil El-Hariry
Consulting Engineer
Sabbour Associates (engineering and design)

Martin C. Conisbee
Executive Vice President
Wallace O'Conner Inc. (water pipeline construction, AID contract)

Ahmed Gaber
Deputy Chief of PaJ1y, LocaJ Development II
Chemonics

Louis Bishan
CIWn1W1
BTM (teltile company)

Ashraf Ghonima
Manaaine Director
Bechtel Eaypt S.A.E. (engineering and design)

Richard E. Miller
Chief or Pany. Local Development II Urban Project
Wilbur Smith Associates (municipal waste)
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Dr. MaunU S. Neamatalla
President
Environmental Quality International EQI

Mounir Bushra
Environmental Management and Design Dept.
Environmental Management International EQI

Samy Saad zakhary
Assistant Geneml Manager
Mechanical Engineering Co. (mar.ufacture of equipment for water treatment)

Al H. Denson
Vice President of Operations
Amoco Egypt Oil Co.

Farid W. Saad
Chairman
Egyptian Finance Company S.A.E. (investment bank for tourism development projects)

James Pringle
Vice President - Middle East Region
Morrison Knudsen Corporation

Samir Raphail
General Manager
Chemix Co. (manufacture. installation and maintenance of water treatment systems).

Essam El Wardani
President
Wardani Group (engineering and design)

Eng. Ali Gala)
Cairo Office Director
Wardani Group (engineering and deSign)

Mostala FJ Kady
Managinc Director
Commerce Inc. (electrically driven vehicles)

Maher Nsouli
General MINIer
Metito Universal Ltd. (water treatment and pollution control)
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Fawzy MosWa
President
Financial Industrial Trading Engineering Company (water treatment equipment importers)

David Moustafa
General Manager
Engineering and Marketing Services

Mohamed Nosseir
President
Alkan Establishment (water purification, desalination)

Mr. Colt
Engineer
Kuljian Associates
c\o Egyptian Company for Refractories

Ayman M. Soliman
President
AMS Engineering and Environmental

Or'lanizationslAssociations

Alaa Hafez
President (Head, Environmental A""'areness Committee, American Chamber of Commerce)
Europcar· Max

A.I. Gazarin~

Chairman
Federation of Egyptian Industries

Anuran Abd E1 Wahoo
Chairman
Egyptian Society of Engineers

Dr. Mostafa M. Kamel
Dean
Higher Technology Institute

Dr. Wael H. Abulshohoud
: Associate Dean

Higher Technological Institute
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USAID

Rick Rhoda, Ph.D.
Director
Office of the Environment

Marc Madland
Project Officer
Office Cif the Environment

Glenn Rutanen-Whaiey
Program Support Office

Michael Gould, Ph.D.
Director
OffiCfl of Urban Administration and Development

William Smith, Ph.D.
Director
Office of Engineering

Lawrence Brown
Finance and Investment Director
Office of Fi.nance 2nd Investment

Amal Arnin Ibrahim
Project Management Specialist
Office of Finance and Investment

Jack Gisinger (telephone)
Proj-=ct Officer
Orfice of Local and Administrative Development

VSFCS

Norman Glick
Commercial Counselor
American Embassy Cairo

Hatem E1 Dali
Commercial Advisor
American Embassy Cairo
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Private Sector

Mr. Ashraf Ghoneima. Managing Director
Bechtel Egypt
Beaulac, Cairo

Mr. Maher Nsouli. General Manager
Metito International Ltd.
Mohandessin, Cairo

. Mr. Mohammed Cziesch. General Manager
Egyptian American Corporation
Nasr City

Mr. Jan Lakshmipathy, Regional Manager
Fairbanks Morse Pump Co.
Garden City, Cairo

Eng. Sharif Abu Gabal, General Manager
lonks Inc.
Nasr City

Mr. L.N. Ahwache
General Agencies Center
Cairo

Mr. Ismail Morta. Managing Director
Re. De. Egypt
Mohandessin. Giza, Cairo

Mr. Amir Saba, Business Manager
Scarab of Egypt
Heliopolis, Cairo

Mr. M. Shehab. President
Shehab Engineering
7..amalek, cairo

Mr. Alaa Hatem. General Manager
COTECO
Alexandria

Dr. A. Madani, General Manager
Alexandria Maritime Consultative Office
Alexandria
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Mr. Hussein Nagui, General Manager
Techno Scient Hussein Nagui & Co.
Cairo

Eng. Wasfy N. Migally
WW Consultant Company
Cairo

Eng. Mohsen Kamel, President and Managing Director
Engineering and Trading Group, ENTRAG
Cairo

Mr. Mohamed Nossier, Chairman
Alkan Establishment
Cairo

Eng. Hoda Darwish, Executive Manager
DSK Group
Ibrahimia, Alexandria

Mr. Abdel Moneim EJ-Gebeily, President
Egyptian Trading and Investment Group
Saray EI Koba, Cairo

Mr. Samy Makary, General Manager
Scientific Instruments Consulting Office
Cairo

Mr. Faw%i Mostafa, President
Financial Industrial Trading
lamalek, Cairo

Systems and Technology
DoW, Cairo

Dr. Ragai Charles Stino, President and Managing Director
Indconsult
Cairo

Mr. Moez Alwa, President
Cairo Technology Co.
Cairo
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Mr. Mahmoud Ahmed
Utica Egypt
HeliQpolis. Cairo

Eng. Aly Galal, Director
Wardani Group
Dokki, Giza, CUro

Eng. Mohammed Abdel Fattah
EGICAT
Dokki, Giza, Cairo

Mr. M. Shafik Gabr, Managing Director
Artoc Suez
Giza, Cairo

M. Gabriel Y. Maari, President
Marine Propulsion and Supply Organization
zamalek, Cairo

Eng. Hany Abdel Aziz
Tania Motors Corp.
Cairo

Eng. Akil Beshir, Managing Director
Giza Systems Engineering
Dokki, Cairo

Abelel Latif Ahmed AI Sherif, Chairman
Egyptian Plastic Pipes &. Fittings Industries
HeliopoEs, Cairo

Mohamed Abelel Halim, Director
Eslon Egypt/Kuwait Egyptian PlastiC Tubes
Cairo

5haaban Abelel Ra7..1k EI Kadi. Dm:ctor
LoCus FKlOry
Cairo

Ahmed Sayed Ahmed, Director
Amreya Mews Co.
Alexandria
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Eng. Ahmed Ramadan. Managing Dire-:!or
General Engineering and Contracting Compei.~Y

Fagallah

Selim Youssef Hussein. Managing Director
Arab Union for Trade and Industry
Alexandria

Hassan Abdel Kader. Director
Arab Building Materials
Cairo

Hani Nayel Barakat. Managing Director
Egyptian German Solar Energy Equipment
Nasr City, Cairo

Mohamed Khamis, Director
Industrial Development Works
zagazig

Nasr Ezzat Wahba, Chairman
Chemie An for Chemical Cleaning
Cairo

Nimos Engineering Co.
Cairo

Boyle Engineering/National Education Corp.
Heliopolis, Cairo

HarbcnlJones, Cos
Embaba, Cairo

Icon Co.
Cairo

Ahmed zakj Abdel Hamid, Chairman I

CARE Services
Abbas.~ya, Cairo

Salah EI Din Hassaballah, Chairman
Anb Contraelors Co.
Cairo
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Dr. Samir EI Manharawy
Geochemica

Dr. Ahmed Abdel Warith, President
Dr. Ahmed Abdel Warith Co.
Cairo

Mr. Hasem Bushat, Environmental AdvisOr
SHELL Egypt

Mr. Sami Abd EJ-Hamid Algendy
United Scientists for Projects and Development
EI Saray, Alexandria

Mr. GamaJ Shawwa, General Manager
United Plastics for Modem Irrigation
Heliopolis, Cairo

Eng. Onsi Fahmy, Director of Civil Projects
Soci~te Egyptienne d'Entreprises
Giza

Mr. Mahmoud EI Gamma!
ICAT
Heliopolis, Cairo

Eng. H. Barakat. Consultant
Arab Group for Projects &. Development
Nur City

Dr. Diaa EI Monayeri, Director
Civil Engineering Consulting Center
Heliopolis, Cairo

Mr. Philip Bishay, President
Misr America Co. for Solar Energy
Heliopolis. Cairo

Mr. Adel Soliman, Managing Director
Energy. Environment &, Technology Association (EETA)
Maadi

Mr. Mohamed El Saady. Managing Director
Scientific Services Office
Mohandessin
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Ms. Randa Fahmy. Consultant
Environmental Quality International
Zamalek

Dr. Hany Shalaby, President
Environmental Resources
New Maadi

Eng. Hassan Awad, Manager
Engineering Group
Dokki

Eng. Mohamed Abd El Moneim, Sales Manager
Labo Science
Giza, Cairo

Ms. Mervat Moufied, Sales Engineer
Opto Scient

Mr. Maged EJ Magrissy, General Manager
The Eastern Co. for Engineering and Trade
Dokki

Mr. Jean Kodsi, General Manager
Egyptian Business Corporation
zamalek

Eng. Farid Khoury, Manager
Cairo Engineering Co.
zamalek

Dr. Amr EI Soueni, President
Cht:rnical Technical Services
Garden City, Cairo
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